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EASTERN WILL PRESENT SECOND ANNUAL PAGEANT
Syntphony to
Play on Jan. I 7

Concertmaster

Athletics Board A Capella: Choir, Large Cast,
.Arrwa.;.ds Ltett:;s
To Feature Xmas Celebration
.l o ,l .. wen y-rour
:
,

Concert to .. Be Given·
During Afternoon

Players, Assisted by Choir, Will Dramatize
Bible Nativity Story Thursday

Eighteen Gridnlen Earn Le!ter
Sweaters;
Angus'
Harriers
The s econd annual Christmas choral pageant and candle ligbtWill · Receive Letters, Minia'> The St. Louis Symphony Or·
ir.·
.
g
~ervice,
a dramat ization of the Bible nativity story, will be preture Gold Track Shoes.
sented Thursday, Decem ber 17, in the col~ege auditorium by a group
chestra with its full quote of 871
of
m ore than seventy-five students. Two performances will be
U p o n t h e recommendations of
players, conducted by Vladlimir 1
__.given; the fi r st will be at 4
Coach€s Gilbert Carson and Winfield
G~lschmann, will give a concert
Scott Angus, twenty-four EI sweaters
o'dock in the afternoon, the sechere Sunday, January 17, in the
have been awarded by the Athletics
ond at 7 o'clock in the evening.
and. Sports board to competitors in
auditorium at Z=30 p. m. The
This pageant, "The Star Gleams," by
inter-collegiate
sports on the varsity
Florence Lewis Speare, is being prolocal engagement will be preteams in the fall term. Nineteen of
duced by the Players and the College
sented under the auspices of the
these awards were made to football
Mixed A capella choir. Miss Winnie
College Ente'rtainm.ent course ·
players and the manager and five to
Davis Neely is head director. She is
headed by Dr. Q. G. Burris.
assisted by Miss J osephine Thoma3,
cross country runners.
For years the St. Louis orchestra
pr~sident of the Players. Mr. Lloyd F.
Harriers Receive Letters
hbas been considered one of the fin-:
Sunderman will direct the A oapella
This
year
is
the
first
in
which
letters
est in the United States.
Founded
group. The making of .c ostumes is unhave been given in cross country,
Scipione Guidi
57 years ago, it is the second oldest
der the direction of Miss Evelyn
which
became
a
major
sport
here
only
When the St. Louis Symphony Orsymphony orchestra in this country.
Keith,
costume department head of the
last
year.
Upon
the
recommendation
Last year on its tours it gave 28 con- chestra appears here January 17, you
Players.
Art and home economic stucerts in 13 states from the Great Lakes will have an opportunity to hear of Coach Angus, the Sports board also
dents
will
assist.
to the Gulf, reaching the heights of Scipione Guidi (above) assistant con- gave special honor emblems in the
The
pageant
is a dramatization of
its acclaim in Chicago, where a Chi- ductor and concertmaster of the or- form of small gold track shoes to the
the
nativity
story
by means of tableau
cago paper reported . "Golschmann chestra and a violinist of international harriers who won the state meet.
and music. It will be staged in much
The eighteen football players who
electrified· a huge audience with his reputation.
Miss Winnie Davis Neely
the same manner as last year.
qualified to receive letter sweaters are
masterly interpretation of the Brahms
A large cast of twenty-three charBill Adair, Walter Ritchie, Dale TruFirst Symphony."
acters has been selected for the pel·lock, Paul Weekley (captain), Sam
Golschman Is New Conductor
formance. The A capella <:fuoir of
Ta.ylor,
Rex Hallock, Marlin Dennis,
When Golschmann took over the orsome forty-four members will not be
Clovis Scott, Robert Craig, Joe Snychestra five years ago after four
visible during the production. Headder, Melvin Landon, Edward C. Milyears of guest conducting by some of
ing the list of characters is the Holy
ler, Dave K essinger, ',Eugene Lewis,
the great contemporary masters of
Family; it is made up of the Madonna,
Zoology
Students
Attempt
Cap·
Dick Hutton, Mervin Baker a.nd Louis Second Lecturer Will Revie·w played by Esther Wiseheart; St. .Josthe baton, the orchestra gave its two
ture of Gargantuan Rat.
K. Voris. Manager Allen Pattison also
regular concerts a week in a hall
Historical Basis of Culture.
eph, played by Walton Morris, and St.
seating 1800. Two years ago it moved
receives a sweater.
Anne, played .b y Josephine Thomas.
into the Opera House of the new
The Zoology Seminar en masse, and 1
Five Earn Embl ms
Dr. Donald R. Alter of the history Maxine Harrod, Evelyn Keith, Evelyn
· Municipal Auditodium, seating 3,600, ~'bout fifteen other science stude_nts,
The cross country m:n 1·eceivmg depaJ:'itment will present the second Carruthers, Nancy Fell, Martha Hollato one of the largest mmes
and most of the performances since JOurneyed
· th e s t a t e ast S un d ay afte~moon . sweaters and medals are John Dayton, talk on the culture survey lecture se- day and Helen Mcintyre play the role:>
In
1
have been played to - full houses. ,,.,
·
ted . W t .11 Ill' Robert Anderson, Frank Broyles, Earl ries Thursday afternoon at 1:55 o'clock of angels. Marvin Upton is the Pil.
.ue
nnne,
oca
In
es VI e, . 1T.
1
Golschmann gives 36 regular concerts
. ·
ted t ,.,
. tel Anderson and Jack Zahnle. Bill Towler in the auditorium. He will speak on grim; Lloyd Kincaid is the Traveler.
nms,
IS
repor
o
ve
approxuna
y
.
a year in St. Louis, in addition to
The three shepherds are Louis Howfeet dee-p. Stables for the mules would have r~ce'i.ved _a similar award "The Historical B~kground for Mod500
10 children's and high school concerts.
ard, Steve Prosen and Eldon Brown.
ern
Cultural
Condittons
to
1500
A.
D."
used in the mines are all underground, but for _a rulmg Which say:.> anyone
The
three oriental kings are Dale
Finds Demand for Moderns
Dr. Alter will discuss this topic f1·om
and the permanent runways all con- who recei:es s~ch an award mu~t have
Wingler,
Roland Wickiser .and Joe SnyThe conductor - has found on tours crete. It is one of the most modern placed With his team of five m the the standpoint of Egyptian, Greek and
der.
Arlow
Julian, John Farrar and
of the orchestra a surprising demand mines in the middle west.
state mee_t. ~lthoug~ Towler placed Roman cult ure. In conneotion with
Charles
Lynch
are attendants to the
for the works of modern composers.
·
b. t f th t .
t
fifteenth mdlvidually m the m eet, he Egyptian culture, he will consider
h
0
kings.
James
Michael
is the New TesT_ e mam o Jec
e np, s range was not one of the five EI men who archeology, what it means to us, and
That is fine as far as he is concerned,
as
It
may
seem,
was
to
catch
a
rat.
.
ta.ment
character.
Gene
Lederer is
for it was as an exponent of the
th t composed the team by v1rtue of plac- what our reaJ interest in it is.
. t'
b
thi
Th
f
the
Old
Testament
character.
James
e
excuse
or
s
o
Jec
1ve
was
a"
.
b
h'
moderns that the Russo-Frenchman
.
._~d t 1 mg a ove nn.
In his discussion of Greek civiliza. th·IS nnne
e
ra
s
m
were
repuvv
o
Stahl
is
the
spirit
of
the
Christmas
th
t
won his first sensational success in
be eighteen or twenty inches long,
Measurements for the sweaters were tion, Dr. Alter will be concerned, in the star.
Paris in 1919 at the age of 25 as conthree or four inches longer than the taken last week a-nd will be formally main, with the question of Greek cla.s>S---EISTC:--ductor of the Concerts Golschmann.
ics as subJect matter for education.
traditional wharf rats. Led on by their awarded within the next month.
Called "the most complete conductor
Bresident John Maynard Hutchins, of
ElsT
of our time" by the authoritative love of sur1gical anatomy, the twenty"
the
University of Chicago, spoke on
Parisian critie, Andre Coeuroy, he one students drove a total of 130 miles
this
question
at the last meeting of the
has conducted orchestras in most of to catch a single rat. The rat was not
Eastern
Illinois
State Teachers assoDlrector of Physical Education C. P.
the capitals of Europe and on several captured, but mine officials promised
ciation.
DT. Hutchi:ns' ltheory is tha.t
to send a speciman as soon as he is
Lantz
received and accepted last week
occasions the New York Philharmonic
the classics in English translation
caught.
Last
Friday
night,
December
11,
an
invitation
to undertake the work
and the New York Symphony.
He
should be a universal requirem-ent in
some
twenty
students
compnsmg
the
of
commissioner
of HAG athletics, as
Dr.
C.
S.
Spooner
and
Walter
M.
appeared last year as guest conductor
junior colleges. Dr. Alter will pursue
men's
chorus
under
direction
oif
Mr.
a
substitute
for
W.
T. Harmon, superScruggs
made
the
trip.
with the Philadelphia, Detroit and
this question fm·ther.
Friederich Koch, made a trip 1to Camp
---EISTC--intendent
at
the
boys'
school at St.
Rochester orchestras.
Roman history and culture will he
Shiloh, south of Charleston, in the
Charles, who has performed the work
His concertmaster and assistant
discussed in connection with Christianschool bus.
up until the la:st few weeks. Mr. Har·
conductor, Scipione Guidi, is famous
The event was an educational pro- ity. an outgTowth of it. Roman cultm·e mon has never fully recovered from
in his own right. Acknowledged one
gram at the regular weekly open for- h ad a distinct beginning, force and an attack of double pnewnonia. ·
of the most technically p erfect violinurn meeting of Company · V2657. The ; end which is well known and instrucMr. Lantz's work is filled with a
The debaters received the first jolt program began with songs by the tive. A consideration of the Middle
ists in America, he was for 10 years
great deal of responsibility, as all
concertmaster of the New Philharmonic of the season last Friday while on chorus and ended with the singing of Ag,e s as an outgrowth of the declined.
matters concerning ·e ligibility of contheir
second
debate
trip.
Two
men's
before coming .t o St. Louis. Max Steinold and well-knOIW!l songs by the gToup. Roman civilization will end the dis- ference athletes are referred to him.
del, solo 'cellist and personnel manager teams, .James Rice and Glenn Sunder- A quartet of the camp entertained the cussion along with a presentation o!
Eligibility blanks from the 21 Little
of the orchestra, was a child prodigy. man, affirmative, and Richard Brom- "entertainers" by singing Sweet Ade - conditions before our modern era.
19 colleges go to him for approval. Any
Before he was 12 he had played before ley and Charles Poston. negative, jour- line. The chorus members Wel'e reEISTC
problems
or controversies involving the
royalty and had been decorated by neyed to Carbondale with Dr. Ross for warded with hot coffee and sand.eligibility
of athletes must be taken to
King Leopold of Belgium, Ferdinand of their first engagement of this season. wiches.
him
for
solution.
He investigates cases
Rumania, Wilhelm of Wurtemberg, and It also was Carbondale's first debate;
Camp Shiloh, a war veterans C. C.
of
ineligibility
among
transfer stuhence neither team showed the polish Oamp, is working on the Fox Ridge
President Loubet of France.
dents.
The Social Activi.ties board has apMost of the great virtuosi have ap- that should be developed later in the Park project, the area of which i.e;
Notification of his invitation to do
pointed
a special committee for the
peared with the St. Louis Symphony in season.
clearly shown by a detailed relief map
the
work of commissioner temporarily
regulation
and·
dating
of
social
events,
There
was
no
decision,
but
at
the
recent years - Kreisler, Heifetz, Milmade especially to use in their work.
came
from Little 19 officials shortly
Dr.
Donald
R.
Alter,
board
chairman,
stein, Rachmaninoff, Hofmann, Tib- flrst debate slips were passed out to Two membem of the camp are veterafter
the
IIAC convention in Chicago
annou,nces.
Heading
-this
spec~al
combett, Horowitz,
Casadesus,
Ganz, the audience, who were to state their ans of .t he Spanish American War.
December
3 and 4.
mittee
is
DT.
Hiram
F.
Thut;
the
enStanley Daley, educa,tional supervisSchnabel, Menuhin, Iturbi, Piatigorsky, opinions on the question at the betire
group
includes
Dean
c.
Favour
and it was the first American sym- ginning and again at the end of the or of the camp, took the group through
phony orchestra to present Col. De debate. At the beginning twenty-nine the recreation hall. In the reading Stilwell, Dean Hoba.rt F. Heller, Bette FORUM STUDIES LOCAL
GOVERNMENT SYSTEM
voted affirmative and seven voted room was an array of newspapers as Lou Bails and Violet Podesta.
Basil's Monte Carlo Ballet Russe.
Two oificial cards must now ·b e fillnegative; after the debate was over well as many of the more populal'
- - - E I S T·c - - Robert Anderson will continue the
they voted twenty-five- affirmative and magazines .a nd books. Two pool tables ed out before any social event . One is
CHRISTMAS CARD SALE
and a billiard table told of the pop- in the form of a request for permis- studies of •t he different ty:pes of cit.y
eleven
negative,
which
gave
the
CarREACHES 4,000 MARK
sion to hold a social function. This government at the Forum meeting
bondale negative team a slight edge ularity of the cue.
goes to Dr. Alter, as chairman of 1the Wednesday evening at 7:30 o'clock, in
Prominent
men
present
were
LieuThe sale of Christmas cards by the over our affirmatve team.
Social
Activi.ties board. The second room 17. He will discuss the type of
tenant
Croucher,
Mr.
Stanley
Daley,
The debaters received the "jolt"
Industrial Arts Club exceeded 4,000.
states
the
requestoo time and chaper- city government now used in Charles·
educational
supervisor
who
made
the
Ross Cox, heading the work, is draft- when the radio in Dr. Ross's car had
ons
for
the
affair. This card goes to ton.
arrangements
for
the
program;
and
ing iDito service members of the club to be turned· off. Dr. Ross said that
Deans
Heller
and Stilwell.
The first Thursday after v~cation,
Mr.
Fields,
director
of
the
WPA
in
.so the cards will be ready for delivery now the debaters would have to deSpecial
attention
should
be
given
to
January
7, the Forwn will have an inCharleston.
by December 16. The club w.ishes to bate for the sake of debat"mg and nob
this
announcement,
as
it
goes
into
efitiation
meeting
for all new senior
Dr.
E.
L.
Stover
is
scheduled
to
talk
thank the student body and faculty for for the purpose of taking pleasure
feat immediately.
members.
at
Camp
Shiloh
Friday,
Dec.
18.
trips.
their support on this project.

Directs Candle Service

Club Takes Novel
Tour Thru J.Yine

Dr. Alter to Give
Next Survey Talk

Lantz Receives
IIAC Appointment

Chorus Entertains
Local C. C. C. Camp

Carbondale Checks
EI Debaters Friday_

Dr. Hiram Thut Heads
New Date Committee

Page Two

TEACHERS COLLEGE NEWS

Superior Grades Result from lA Club Will Give
Co-op Dining, Survey Indicates First Hobby Show
Dean H. F. Heller Finds Tabular'
Evidence of Scholastic Value
In Campus Cooperatives.

Attention stamp collectors, coin collectors, airplane model builders, whittiers, photographers, fancy hand workers and any other hobbyists who have
something to show as a r-e sult of their
spare moments. This is the chance
you have been waiting for to bring that
thing which holds so much interest for
you to the attention of many.
The Industrial Arts club is having
this year a hobby show as a special
added attraction to their seventeenth
annual open house to be held Friday,
May 21. You, the student body and
general public, -are cordially invited ·to
enter your hobby and thus to participate in the first annual hobby show.
In addition letters are being sent to a
number of schools in this area, inviting
the pupils to enter their hobbies.
The committee in charge with Gale
Wesley as chairman consists of Martin Delll1is, Ross Cox, Francis Gates
and Robert Gib.son. W ayne P. Hughes
and Russell H. Landis are faculty advisers.
Get your hobbies ready. Shine up
your old coins. Arrange that jumbled
album of pictures. FiniSh those airplane models just started. Get your
hobby to looking its very best for thi.s
one of the greatest attractions of the
years, the spring hobby show.

Grade Surveyor

By Staff Reporter
The grade point average attained by 1
a rooming house group is an important, even if not the sole measure of
the suttability of student living quarters. In -an attempt to study the
value of cooperrutive houses and dining services on our campus, a tabulation of grade point averages for various groups of men has been made in
the office of Dean Heller.
The
detailed results as gjven in the accompanying table have not been subjected to a rigorous statistical analysis to
Dean Hobart F. Heller
determine the significance of differences, for it was felt that data covering only the Fall quarter are insuffic- KADELPHIAN REVIEW IS
ient for more than sketchy conclus- NOW EDUCATIONAL FORUM
ions.
Co-op Houses Show Good Average
Kappa Delta Pi has given the colTwo of .the three cooperative houses lege library the Kadelpian review for
showed results so much better than the a number of years. The November
g~neral average f or all men as .to. in- , 1936, issue appears under a new name:
dlicate a ~rob~ble real su~enonty: "The Educational Forum·, a uarterl .
Panther Larr Wlth a grade pomt aver- .
. .
.
'
q
. Y
age of 1.37 and Phi Si rna E silon witll The edltonal b~rd IS made up of Im'
g
P
. . , portant names m the field of educaan
p-.- average of 1.34, each compared WI1..•1 t'1on. h ead e d b y W'll'
1 1a.m C. Bagley of
•JC average for all men on the campuc;
c
't
b.
.
9f 1.22. The average for all men who ""' 0 1urn Ia umversi y.
live in cooperative houses was 1.27,
which is slightly above the average for
all men of the student body. The difference between the gll:'ade point averages of students who live in hous-es
with only one or two students and of
students who llive .in houses with more
than two students is great enough to
have probable significance in favoc 'lf
living in smaller groups. Lt m ay be
noted that the average for cooperative
groups is slightly higher than .t he most
favorable general rooming house average.
x" .s rather int&esting to note that
of students who live wit h their parents, those who drive to Charletson
from distances of five to twenty-five
;miles had an average of 1.70, while
those from Charleston families had ::tn
average of 1.31.
It is lthe plan of the Dean of M en
to continue this study ·t hrou gh succeeding quarters. It is possible that the
results of a year's study may modify
the regul~tions governing rooming
houses and cooperative houses in 1937-

38.
Tabulates House Ratings
The following table gives graphically
#?,e results of Dean Heller's survey.
(The letters RH after a name denote
"Reaming House." Panther Lair House"
.r(e'! ers to the group of students who
have rooms in the Lair.)
Pinnel, RH, 1.80; Students who drive
to school, 1.70; Adkins, RH, 1.45; Lippincott, RH, 1.45; PHI SIGMA EPSILON DINING SERVICE, 1.43; Voris, RH,
1.40; PANTHER LAIR HOUSE, 1.37;

Simpson & Bennett
PHONE 405

---EISTc---

Say Merry Christmas' with • Flowers.
They say it differently.
CarrollFlorists. Phone 39, 413 Seventh. ·
---EIST"c---

st.

C. C. BREEN

Fletcher's Grocery
A FULL LINE OF SCHOOL

$6.95

SUPPLIES and NOTIONS
Phone 422

GEBHART

I

I

I

• • - - -- - - - - - - - - - - •

BILL HEINLEIN TAKES
JOB IN ANDERSON, IND.
Bill Heinlein, former TC student
and enrollee of Eastern last term, has
taken a position with the Meridian
Drug Company of Anderson. He is
residing with a brother Mac, also a
TO graduate.
---EISTc----

Industrial Arts Club will meet' Tuesday evening, December 15, at 7:30
o'clock, in the Industrial Arts Building.

If you are puzzled over a present
for the little neice or nephew have
you thought of making an original
and novel toy? Or if you are in need
of ~n idea for a Christmas party, a
ChriStmas or ;fairly story ,to tell on
Christmas eve; if you would like to
try your hand at Christmas decorating ; or if you want recipes for
candies, plum pudding or cake you
will find the answers to your problems in this Christmas selection.
For your convenience a list of this
select group has been posted on the
library bulletin board in the hall.
'

- - - . : r e T·c - - -

Patronize your News advertisers.

Portraits for
Christmas!
The Gift that only you
can give.

The Artcraft Studio
F. L. Ryan, Prop.
Phone 598
South Side Square

•--------------I
HAVE YOUR WARDROBE

Always the Best Line of
FRES-H FRUITS & VEGETABLES
Phone 531

CHARLESTON FRUIT
STORE

Courteous Service,
Quality Products
at

SHELL SERVICE STATION
C. W. Boyer, Mgr.

6th & Madison

4th & Lincoln

CLEAN ED
for the
HOLIDAYS

CHARLESTON
CLEANERS
' BYRON B. MILLER
610 6th St.

Phone

404

CHARLESTON
STEAM
LAUNDRY
R. H. BRUMLEVE, Prop.
Mo-dern, Up-to-Date Laundry Plant
6th & ADAMS

PHONE 284

MOTORIST SUPPLY CO.
Phone 53
South Side Squa.re

3~~~.~~. $1.35
Includes Overcoats, Dresses or
3-pc. Suits.
FREE-Moth Proof Bag with
6 Garments.
BAND BOX

HILL'S

DRY CLEANERS

PHONE 397

A. C. ADKINS
GROCERIES AND MEATS
· We Carry a Complete Line of
School Supplies

CORNER TENTH AND LINCOLN

Offers You a
Uomplete Line of

CHARLESTON PROFESSIONAL CARDS

gifts

Phones: Office, 126; Residence,

Yardley's, Evening in Paris, P ens,
Brush Sets, "~'ince Gardner"
Billfolds, etc.

J. A. OLIVER, M. D.
Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat
Charleston National Bank Bldg.
Charleston, Ill.

BARBER
5th St. Entrance-Lawes Hotel

Th-e library staff presents a special
selection of books for students wh
have Christmas problems to be solve:.

Patronize your News advertisers.

S16 SIXTH ST.

Frame and Axle Straightenibg
-Front Wheel Alignment

.
This is the story of one '!'rigger Haggerty (AKC 994,232. Age
1 yr. 9 mo.), precocfi.ous young
Boston bull residing at 905 Tenth
street. It seems that Trigger had
sent in his letter to Santa Claus
for one rubber ball and one rubber •b one. Trigger's foster parents, Dr. and Mrs. Glen H. Seymour, were returning from a
shopping tour, trying to slip quietly into the house without ~he
child apprehending the gifts.
from Santa. Trigger, smelling
new rubber, pounced upon the
package knowingly. So great is
the suspense around the household these days that the family
even have to spell out the words
b-a-1-1 and b-o-n-e.
'

•

Almost fifty students filled th~ geography room to capacity Wednesday
evening to hear Miss Annie Weller tell
about her travels in Norway. Lantern
slides were used to illustrate the talk.
The recounting of little personal ex periences with regard to Norwegian
customs added to the interest of Miss
Weller's talk.
Plans to have Mr. Henry Kinsel of
Edwardsville show a motion picture
of Mexico for the second meeting for
January were announced.

SOUTH SIDE SQUARE

RADIATOR AN'I'l-HtEEZE

409 Fifth

Miss Weller Speaks
To Capacity Crowd

DRUG STORE

WILLARD BATTERmS
Tire Repairing

Library Presents
Seasonal Display

TRIGGER HAGGERTY,
CANINE MARVEL-

---EISTc----

PHI SIGMA EPSILON HOUSE, 1.34;
PANTHER LAIR DINING SERVICE,
1.33; Students from Charleston families, 1.31; Stirewalt, RH, 1.30 ; Tefft,
RH, 1.30; Titus, RH, 1.30; Average of
all students who live in rooming houses
with fewer than three students each,
1.28; Average of all students in cooperative houses, 1.26; Chittenden, RH,
1.25; AVERAGE OF ALL MEN STUDENTS, 1.22; Lee, RH, 1.18; Pennington, RH, 1.18; Average of all students
who live in rooming houses with 3 to
8 students -each, 1.16; Brown, RH, 1.16;
Cofer, RH, 1.16; McKinney, RH, 1.16;
JoneS, RH, 1.14; Average of all students
who live in rooming houses with 9 to
15 students each, not including cooperative houses, 1.13; Baird, RH, 1.12;
Gilbert, RH, 1.09.
FIDELIS HOUSE, 1.08; Abernathy,
RH, 1.04; FIDELIS DINING SERVICE, 1.02; Craig, RH, 1.02; Waters, RH,
1.00; Stiff, RH, 0.94; Pergrem, RH, 0.93;
Beerli, RH, 0.84; McGahey, RH, 0.84;
Bell, RH, 0.75; Greeson, RH, 0.60; Miller, RH, 0.60.
An Ideal Xmas Uift4-tube All Electric
R a dio ................................. .

i

Tuesday, December 15, 1936

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

·- --------------------------·----------------- ---------.
I

QUALITY JEWELRY-the Ideal
Christmas Gift
-for that good-looking girl. The latest in Jewelry for the
well dressed lady at

DR WllLLIAM M. SWICKARD
Office Hours 9:00 to 12:00 a. m. and
2:00 to 6:00 p. m. and 7:00
to 9:00 p. m.
604% JACKSON ST.
Telephone 132

DR. DEAN A. AMBROSE
DR. CLINTON D. SWICKARD
OP'IX)MEITRJ!C EYE SPECIALIST
Office Hours: 9:00 to 12:00 a. m. and
Alexander Bldg.
2:00 to 6:00p.m. and 7:00 to 9:00p.m.
Phone 340
604% Sixth St.
North Side Square
i
Frames Repaired-Lenses Duplicated I Phones: Office, 30; Residence, 770

·----------------------·----------------------~------------------~
DR. J. R. ALEXANDER
516% Sixth St.

HUCKLEBERRY
THE LEADING JEWELER

PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON
Office Hours 9 a. m. to 9 p. m.
Phones: Office, 218; Res., 160

DR. B. C. TREXLER

DR. N. C. JKNAYAN

DENTIST

Hours by Appointment

Linder Bldg.

Phones: Office, 69; Res. 380
501 Jackson St.

Phones: Office, 387; Res., 1037

+----------------------------·~---------------------------4·--------------------------t~

Andrews Lumbe.r & Mill Co.
Wish to Extend Christmas Greetings
~(R
to Everyone
~(R(j

Office Phone 43
Res. \Phone 1148
DR. W. E. SUNDERMAN
DENTIST
DENTIST
Hours: 8 to 12-1 to 5
Charleston National Bank Bldg.
People's Drug Store Bldg.
Phones. Office, 476; Residence, 762
Charleston, Til.
DR. W. B. TYM

DR. H. A. SHAFFER
Corner 6th and Van Buren
'

Phone:
G. B. DUDLEY, M. D.

Physician and Surgeon
Office Hours: 9 a. m. to 9 p. m.
Phone 440

511"% Jackson Street

Office and Res. 242

LESLIE T. KENT, M. D.
Linder Bldg.
Monday and Saturday Nights
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Varsitg -Club Engages Vernon Peak for Formal
EI Faculty Holds
Annual Christmas
Dinner Saturday
Eastern's faculty held its annual
Christmas dinner last Saturday evening in the dining room of Pemberton
H a ll. One hundred forty-five faculty
members and guests were in attendance.
Decorations followed the Christmas
fashion with candles and a brilliantly
lighted tree.
Miss Elizabeth Michael, faculty social head, was general chairman for
the dinner. Dean C. Favour Stilwell
acted as hostess. The entertainment
committee was composed of Miss Ethel
Hanson, Mr. Harold Cavins, and Dr.
J. Glenn Ross. Miss Clara Attebery
was r esponsible for the preparation o
food for the dinner with Dr. Paul
Sloan and Mr. Russell Landis assisting. The committee in charge of place
cards was Miss Annabel Johnson;
chairman; Miss Beth Kassabaum and
Miss Elizabeth Michael. Decorations
were made by Miss Alice McKinney.
Mr. Howard DeF. Widger was toastmast er. Toasts were offered by Dr.
Edson H. Taylor, Miss Winnie Davis
Neely, Dr. Kevin Gu'i nagh, and Dr.
R. G . Buzzard.
Miss Hanson led the group in Christmas carols between courses. Music for
dancing was furnished by the Novelty
Six from Effingham.
Guests included Dr. and Mrs. W. E.
Sunderman, Miss Ora Neal, Mrs. Grace
Wyeth, Mrs. Elsa Wick, Mrs. W. J.
Awty; Misses Mary Ragan, Beatrice
Widger, Evalene
Kramer,
Martha
Hursh; Dr. Willard Gersbacher, Carbondale; Messers Bernays Seymour,
J ames, Cooper, Hindsboro; Mr. Harry
Gearhart, Mr.
and Mrs. Todson,
Springfield; Messrs William Strode!,
Albert White, Charleston.

Friday Is W altztime

!!;astern's Varsity club will hold
its annual formal dance Friday
evening from 9 to 1 o'clock in
t he auditorium. This is the first
strictly formal dance of the year.
Playing for it is Vernon Peak and
his eleven piece band from Nokomis, Illinois.
Peak substitutes for Elio Tosetti,
whose band was originally scheduled to
play here.
Peak's groUJP is reputed to be one
of the best in oentral Illinois. They
play frequently in the Benld dance
1·oom in Nokomis, one of the largest
in the state. Miss Mary Spani, vocalist, is a SP•3Cia.l feaJture of this band.
She assists in s.evoeral novelty numbers.
The Peak Band boasts the swin~
type of music, having won this
reputation during the last year playing ma.ny engagements in the middle
west.
Several novelty dances are planned
Miss Carolyn Maxwell was hostess by Joe Henderson, who is geaeral
at a party given Saturday night, chairman of the affair and Varsity
Dec. 5, at the Home Management club president. Committee heads inHouse. The girls from Miss Max- j clud·e Charles Ridey, tickets and prowell's rooming house, "The Hangar" grams; Raymond Cole, posters; Forwere the special guests.
The eve- rest Lancaster, w .a lter Ritchie, invining was spent in the game of tations; Nelson Lowery, Dale Trulock,
"Monopoly." Af·t er the last dollar had' decorations; Harold Younger, Jim Tedbeen spent, refreshments were serv- rick, cloak room attendants.
ed.
The guests were: Victorene
Mr. and Mrs. C. P. Lantz, GiLbert.
Hackenberg,
Marjorie
Critchfield, Carson, W. S. Angus, Paris J. Van
Zona Rhodes, Helen Cochran, June Horn and Dr. and Mrs. Frank A. Beu
Preston, Miss Clara Attebery, Alice will serve as chaperons. Dr. and Mrs
Cruise, and Hazel Haskett.
R. G. Buzzard will be honored guests

'Hangarites' Are
Maxwell Guests

I

---EISTc---

---EISTc---

SUNDAY BUFFET SUPPER
HONORS FOUR VISITORS

C. S. Spooners Give Dinner

A buffet supper was given Sunday
nite, Dec. 13, at six o'clock at the
Home Management House in honor
- -- EisT·c - - of Dean Stilwell, Dr. Russell, Mrs.
Bessie Wilson, and · Mrs. Helen Pegj elow of M a ttoon. Miss Alice. cruise
served as hostess.
Guests mcluded
Miss Clara Attebery, Hazel Haskett
Mrs. Donald Rothschild entertained and Carolyn Maxwell.
the Faculty Wives bridge club Thurs---EisTc:--day afternoon, December 10. A one- !\1ISS l\1cAFEE IS GUEST
thirty luncheon was served, after which
two tables of bridge were in play. Mrs.
AT MA NAGEMENT HOUSE
Glenn Ross and Mrs. E. H. Taylor held
.
Miss Florence McAfee was a dinh
hig scor es.
ner guest Sunday, Dec. 6, at the

Faculty Club Meets
.
With Mrs. Rothschild

Guests were Mrs. R. G. Buzza rd,
Mrs. Guy Burri~, Mrs. 0. A. McArthur,
Mrs. Ronald Kmg, Mrs. Franklyn Andrews, Mrs. Wa yne Hugh es and Mrs.
Glenn Ross

Pe1nites Will
League Will Give
Peak Subs for Greeks,
Honor EI Favorites
Last Leap Year
Tosetti Friday

IHome

Management
House.
Miss
Carolyn Maxwell served as hostess.
Other guests inc~uded Miss Clara
Attebery, Alice Cruise, and Hazel
Haskett.

Dr. and Mrs. Charles Spooner entertained with a six-thirty dinner
Thursday, December 10.
Guests were Dr. and ll/lrs . J. Glenn
Roos, Dr. and Mr.3. Donald. Rothschild, and Dr. and Mrs. Paul Sloan.

Epsilon Pi Tau is planning an initiation for January 9, when at least
two students will be taken into
membership, according to
Lowell
Monical, president of the local Iota
chapter. Epsilon Pi Tau is a national h onor fraternity in industrial
arts education.
Word was recent ly
received of the installation of a new
chapter at · the teachers college at
Neward, New Jersey.
CALL

Quality Coal
Day 186

PHONES

Night 1269

The Women's League will hold a
Christmas mat'inee dance Wednesday,
December 16, from 4 to 6 o'clock. It
is tbe League's first social function for
the winter quarter. This is the last
-dance of the leap year season.
Women only will be in attendance
from 4 to 5 o'clock. From 5 to 6 each
woman is allowed one male guest.
Music will be furnished by Ray Lane's
campus band. Dancing, cards, ping
pong and other games will be featured during the afternoon. Decorations w'ill follow the Christmas mode
with the traditional tree and candles.
Faculty women will be guest<>
Four unit presidents will have charge
of the dance. Joan Hunter and a
committee from Unit 7 will prepare
the Christmas tree. Ruth Foltz, president of Unit 10, will !lave charge of
decorations and tickets. Miss F'oltz's
comm'ittee is also from Unit 10. Beatrice Flori, president of Unit 11, Helen
Jones, president of Unit 9, and their
committees will have charge of decorations. There is no admission charge.
Only those men receiving guest tickets
will be admitted.

GENEU.AL AUTO

REPAIRING
GREEN

- - -E I S T C - - -

AUTO SERVICE

K. Shores VisitSI in Champaign

Miss Katherine Shores spent the
week-end lin <C hampaign, as a guest of
Francis Whittaker.

MARION GREEN, Prop.
Phone 314

Let us get your car in A-No.-1
Shape for Holiday Driving with
quality winter oils.

CROWDER &
WILLIAMS

NEWELL'S
STANDARD SERVICE STATION
TENTH and LINCOLN STREETS

WATERS TAXI
FOR REAL SERVICE

as its

Christmas Present

For Those Holiday

Consult the

Festivities .••

Charleston Lumber Co.
208 6th St.

Look Your Best

PHONE 14

419 6th St.

try

Welton's Shoe Shop

Telephone 993

by having your hair

Welcome College
Students to

For Up- to-Date
SHOE REPAIRING

and GLASS

Between 5th & 6th on Route 16

styled to your individual type at

Snappy Service Inn
6th a.nd .JACKSON ST.

5c HAMBURGERS I

We have for your convenience
A Complete Line of Groceries for Light Housekeepers

"BUY 'EM BY THE SACK"

SCHOOL SUPPLIES

You'll like 'em the way
we fry 'em

GROCERY
One Block North of Campus on Sixth St.
Open to 9:00 P. M.

PARKING SPACE FOR
CUSTOMERS .

'WINK'S'

I

I

1

••••

WHITMAN'S CHOCOLATES or
Julia King's Home-made Candies

Every package beautifully decorated for Christmas Gift-Giving - at
no extra cost.

The CANDY SHOP

East Side Square

Phone 270

MOORE'S
SUPER SERVICE
Grocery-Market
PHONE 71

Phone 1506

North Side Square

lfllfJlfJifjifjYJlfjtflifJ"lflifJYJYJ.

C,O MPLETE LINE OF GROCERIES
Season's Greeting
CHOCOLATES
Other Attractive Christmas Gifts

$1.00

5-lb. BoX

LINC 0LN A VENUE GROCERY
1

.Just 1 Block East of Oampus

RAILPH BAILS, Mgr.

A. G. FRO.MMEL
HARDWARE

we h ave gifts for every member of the family. Come in
and see us- we will save you money.
SOUTH SIDE SQUARE

DELIVERY SERVICE

Peters' Marinello
BEAUT-Y SHOP

,__o_pe_n_6:_oo_A_._M_.-t-o1_:o_o_A_._M.
_ _, •

Give.

Rt. 16

Modernized Home

Radiator Anti-FreezP.

PAINTS, WALL PAPER

5th &

will enjoy a

PHONE 249 or 1199

F. V. THRALL
for

Dance Tomorrow

The Entire Family

WINTER!

---EISTc---

Epsilon Pi Tau Will
Initiate Two, Jan. 9

The most popular boy and the most
popular girl on the campus will be featured at the Phi Sig-P.em Hall Formal
Dance January 15, 1937. An additional
feature will l>e the introductory appearanc·e on this campus of Dick Shelton's orchestra
from
Champaign.
Gwendolyn Oliver, is general chair··
man of the joint frolic.
"Though there have been Kings,
Queens, and Dukes selected on the
campus, there· has never been an electdon to find out just who the most
popular boy and girl ar·e," said Gene
Lederer, chairman of the contest. He
continued, "This is hailed as the first
election without a primary. There are
to h3 no oandidrutes. Every person in
school is to have one vote, and they are
to vote for whom they please. The
person with a simp~e majority will win.
The most popular couple will lead the
Grand March a.t the dance." The voting will be held in the front hall tw·o
or three days before the dance.
Dick Shelton's orchestra, now playing at the College Inn in Champaign,
h!as been secured through the efforts
of James Michael. According to MI.
Micha.el, "The'r·e has been a need fel!;
for a better class of orchestra than
have been officiating .a t our dances,
and we believe that we have fi~led thi'>
need with Shelton's orchestra. His is
consider·e d one of •t he best band!S in
Champaign by many of the students at
the University of illinois." Shelton has
a twelve piece organization, and specializes in humorous novelty numbers.

PHONE 492

KEITH'S
BAKERY
SPECIAL
ORDERS
SOLICITED

BAKERS OF
CHARLESTON'S
LEADING BREAD

WE APPRECIATE YOUR PATRONAGE
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X!t'tatlrers QLnllegt ~thts Iowa Tries 'New Noble Experiment;'
"Tell the truth and don't be afraid"

Liquorless Night Club Proves Success

ilrrrn Ql4rtntmus •...

Published each Tuesday of the school Daily I owan Editor U ses Brain s Ins tea d of Bombas t to R edu ce
year by the students of the Eastern Illinois
Hazards Engendered by D r inking ~ong ~ollege Driver s.
~~~
. ~,~~·BW
~
State Teachers College at Charleston.
A new "noble experiment"-a uni- Iowa C1ty's c1ty-campus newspaper,
Entered as second class matter November versity-sponsored
"liquorless
night declared himself for a student night ~
1§1'
8, 1915, at the Post Office at Charleston, club," is succeeding on the University club to reduce the number of highway ~
·
·
~~
Illinois, under the Act of March 3, 1879.
of Iowa campus.
accidents near the city. Even the fac- ~
~
The "Silver Shadow," a dry night ulty said it was impossible.
I~
~,
~-Printed by the Courier Publ'ishing Company
club, has flourished for five weeks now
But Gorkin printed a front page ~
'
on
chocolate
sodas.
Early
in
October
appeal
for
the
un'iversity
night
club,
~
stanley Elam '38 .................................................................. Co-editor
Editor Je.ss Gorkin of the Daily Iowau, and succeeded in getting more than ~
Walton Morris '37 ................................................................ Co-editor
1,000 students to sign petitions advoDonald Cavins '37 .............................................. Business Manager
cating the project. His next job was ,
Glen Cooper '37 .................................................. Publicity Director
to convince the university administration. This he did with the backFlorence Cottingham '37 .................................... Associate Editor
ing of one of the professors, and PresiBeulah Midgett '38 .................... ................................ Soci.ety Editor
dent Eugene A. G'ilmore declared:
Mary Jane Kelly '39 ...................................... :··········-······· ..... Features
"It will provide a pleasant place for
Aline Claar '39 ........................................................................ Features
student recreation. Such a place will
Franklyn L. Andrews ............................................................Adviser
What do you think of the decision of make it unnecessary for trips outslde
of Iowa City. I like the idea."
ex-King Edward , VIII?
1936
Member
1937
The rest was simple. For only about
Robert
Gibson
'38
A
man
of
his
$1,000
of .alterations were made in a
Member f:issociated CoUe5iaie Press Member
own heart. Oh, yes! Mine too!
nearby cafeteria. Entertainment was
Distributors of
CSPA
!CPA
Fred Wilson '39 - He was tired of i provided by sounding out the talent

~~E~&~~

·

i
·

Elephant's
Child ...

Conersiate Di6est
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Ashes to Ashes of Censorship
Every year a horde of bumptious college e_<litor contribute their yelps for freedom of tnc
colleO'e press. Every year John Q. Faculty asserts
that ~::>what John Q. Faculty doesn't like shouldn't
be in the school paper. And every year J ohn_ Q.
tudent insists that what John Q. Student wntes
should, without ex.ception, be printed .. The .pro~
lem ter elv stated from the faculty viewpomt, 1s
that of bri-nging erring young scalawags to ti1~1e.
The problem from the student's viewpoint, likewise
tersc-lv stated is that of showing up old fogy, J ohli,
0. Faculty, f~r what he really is. The battle i~
~-n old one, the discretions of maturity against the
indi cretions of youth.
May we suggest that neither school n or the
Dres can completely remake the world? We pray
for administrator:; who insist that the value of a
school. to .
i ty depends up on t~e. quality of th~
tc:' htng m th
la room, not opmwns of th h en
poll i. Likewi e, we pray for editors who h ave atl
i a t a ]i<Yht u picion thatthis is a very old world
and n t ubj ct to change overnight without workin<Y grave inju, ti e to most of those concernea.
l:l a are explo i e and hence, if not care ·
fully handled. dangerou . No sane faculty member
would think of denying the careful tudent access
t ex, 1 . ive ub tances in the laboratory. No sane
fa ulty m mber should deny the careful college
erlitt,r onta t with explo. ive i lc.t.. Student hould
n t he k 1 t fr m making mi takes; they hould
I e k pt fr m repeating costly mistakes.
In the que t for truth, let none be timid. Lenhip lllorc often re ~ nits from fear than irom
it . Except in rare instances, the problem
of
n . or hip ari s when either John Q. Faculty
or John Q. tudent takes himself too eriously.
n . red article including the names of the writer
and c n or, hould be put on the humor page.

Mirror Your Voice
a . t w ek ne of the ditors was "privileged"
to h ar hi own voice echo back at him a full two
minut
aft r he had p ken. It was no tri ·k of
magic; not ev n another farce of frozen words,
although the weather may justify so fanciful an
x1 Ianati n. It ' as a Fairchild-Proctor voice reco~rliHg a11 aratus in operation.
.
.
o-v the editor listened to himself m mtld
a t ni hm nt. He hadn't r <1lized that he slurred
hi
rd lik that, nor that hi voice was flat and
xpr
i nl s and c mpletely un-ind_ivid~tal. 1-Je
h g-an t realize how very. useful thts ltttle apparatu would be in 1 eech cla es, in music classes,
in pra tic t aching cla e .
·
r ' i rl arri s constantly a mirror in which
t
i w h r face, and even b y have been knowu
t
gaz at the gla
cca · i nally to see how long
th 1 arcl i g t ting. The vi ible part of the pernality is car fully tend d and ultivated. llut
h w a l; ont the 3.ttdible porti n?
ow about u. ing
a mirror for th voi e? You cl not hear yourself
a oth r · h ar You. Y u an do so by the use of
thi .ffi i nt li tt l appara t u. ,- and you can corre tl
fault wh n you are aw:1re uf them.
h 1 h uld · hy all m ans buv on~ of
th ·
rd
money for uch
nly "i,zz ..so.

The News Presentsr

... you with a hri tma ~ pre ~ ent in the form
th Fifth .. \nnual Lit rar_ • upplem nt. It . houlcl
he appr ciat I; it om . fr m y u and y ur own
r 11 ribu t i n _. \V (' are 1 oth t
be congratulated.
You for yPttr
ntribution, ; w for publi hing them
~rati .
·
' ', will e you n xt and you u , January 12.
.:\u revoir.
('If

being king.
in the university's 6,000 enrollment and
Jack Wood '39 -He would evidently r:rutting !Larry Griswold, a graduate
rather be the head of a family than of student whose hobby it is to put on
a state.
shows, in charge.
Mo~ca Mickey '39 - Too much work
Last week the Silver Shadow opened
for h1m.
its fifth week with a capacity crowd
Pauline Souers '37 - I think he was which cheered, danced, applauded,
tired of the work and this was one way drank chocolate sodas and went homE:
of leaving a lot of worry.
early in the morning sob-~r. The las~
Loren Jenne '39- I think he was fed skeptic admitted it. A university group
up on the Church of England and Parli can hav·e a good time without liquor.
ament, so he took the wise choice of
---EISTc--marrying to get out of the situation. He
HAVE YOU HEARDmust have thought a lot of her to give
up such a royal position.
--Geraldine Moon '37 - After all he is
Eddie Ferguson made a mild protest
only human.
about his article on not driving which
Lloyd Kincaid '39 -What a price to was printed in last week's News? His
1
pay for love; but who am I to say that attack runs something like this, "The
I would have done differently? He was I article had a number of very apt footup against a bad · situation either way notes, at which Cline (co-author) and
he turned.
I are very good. As pub'ished in your
Chalis Lichtenwa!.ter '40 - I think News, the footnoes did not make sense.
he was foolish to give up his throne, In fact, the whole article did not make
but he evidently considered love more sense. Will you please remedy this?"
important than a position, even if that Now that Eddie has won first place in
position was the highest he could ever the poetry division of the literary conhope to attain.
test (worth $7.50 to him), we hope that
Wilfridi Kelly '38 - He let the Irish his artistic sense is gratified enough to
get away, but he is getting away too! win us a smile.

I

... and all the best wishes in the world for a happy
and prosperous new year. Go home these eighteen!
~a ys and tidy up term papers, lesson plans and
read all your outside reading, a s we intend to do.
Heh, heh.-The Editors and S taff Artist·

Temperance Needs
Brains, Coin

The Reverend
closed his chapel declamation last Tuesday with one morE: platitude: ··~f
my talk h:1s helped just one person to turn h1s
hack on drink and cigarettes, then it will not have
h<'en in vain."
We're sorry, but are afraid it was "in vai n."
There is not a single person in the good Rever~nd's audience last Tuesday who does not syn~ 
pathize, in one way or another, with hi s sentiment . At the same time, to judge from the
sm iles which flickered or blossomed on face s,
there was not one who took him se riou sly. The
"sinner " laughed and the innocents smiled.
Reverend
's intentions were good-and
his method (some of. his facts, too) as fault y a
lighting a match to tell how much gas you have.
We have learned to laugh at the stereotyped
preacher-cruel admission though that m~y be.
o we tittered at the talking liver slides, vm tag ~:
of 1890 temperance lectures for grade children,
a.nd we grinned when 1936 Lucky Strike testimonial-type advertising methods vvere borrowed
to fight Luckies.
The truth is that propaganda against alcohol
and nicotine wi ll never catch up with the propaRound About the Campus
ganda for it. Better brains and more money are
with Walton Morris
behind the lat~er. ~ighters. against it will straggle along behmd with ancient, worn slides and
. . . of Jim Stahl's latest ambition? memento to one of the country's frock-coated ra vers while Seagrams and cigarette
It's to teach physical education in a most diffident athletes. At the tend- makers cover slid -paged, erudite magazines with
nudists' colony. Stahl says he's much er age of twelve, Dave was entered mellow pictures of smokers and drinkers.

Have Yo u Heard?

in a grade school track meet, slated
to run the half mile. When the gun
went off, he was behind a nearby ·
tree modestly removing his sweat
clothes. Rushing on the track he
made one round. But alas! he was
Invites students and faculty members
about to be "lapped," so he quit the
to voice their opinions on topics conrace, philosophically reminding himcerned with college life. Please limit
. . . anything about Hoyt Orlando self that "a good start is a race half
letters to 150 words . .. also sign same
Coverstone's debut into the social life won."
at Eastern? He had his first date about
--a week and a half ago. Hoyt be1ieves
the latest type of exercise used Dear Soap-Box:
Can't something be done to improve the calibre of our
in looking them over first and then in physical education classes?
It's
taking his pick. He's looked them m ·e r tap dancing! L~t ~unday's movie Chapel programs? If today's exhibit'ion is representative
and tried one. We wonder who he'll seems to have msp1red the "deep of future programs, I think that the entire student body
pick?
breathing" instructors. The ~~scle is justified in cutting.
___
bound proteg·es arenlt very prof1c1ent
Although the speaker today was pathetic when he
... the score of the Eastem-Danville · as yet, but Fred Astaire wasn't "made" tried to be funny, he became comical when he tried to be
game? It was Eastern 25, Danville 33 . in a day, so they have high hopes.
serious. I laughed then, but after I left Chapel I became
provoked. The type of program given today is undoubtNot bad for a game with a team who
--went to the quar.t erfinals in the Olym- ... about the Little Campus birthdays edly well suited for the flop-house district on West Madipic district last year. They won over last week? ~oth the proprietors' birth- son street in Chicago, but to present such nonsense and
Cincinnati u. Northwestern and Ball i day celebrat10ns came on the same day. misstatements of fact to the accompaniment of group
State. They 'lost only one game last 'Twas a great event, for the 'Campus is singing, paJJ>, and :flag-waving to the supposedly intelliyear, the last of the season, with De- the most popular classroom connected gent and somewhat mature student body of a college is
Paul. They have the same team this with the school,' (quoting Dr. Mac- an insult.
year and only beat Eastern eight, Gregor, you know.)
I heard comments all day long from fellow studentspoints.
--some were still laughing and some felt insulted, but all of
. . . reverberations from the Cracker- them were heartily clisgusted. Granted that the temper. . . that the Fidelis' boys now have box, our dear, departing gymnasium? ance movement is commendable (although it i5 a mo)t'
an electric razor? The owner, Joe It seems that some small differences of question), the program today is still not justified, as it
Henderson, charges each man 5c per opinion occur on the small floor, when defeats its own ends. Drinkers (a small percentage of
week to use it. It's great stuff; runs players become too deeply imbued with the student body) probably were affected not at all by
and sounds just like a lruwn mower, the spirit of winning. If you'll allow the lecture today, and non-drinkers, in resentment, feel
but its electric. The boys all have the some moralizing in this column, we'd tempted to try the forhidden fruits (that is the scntime11t
like to remind the hearty fellows who I gathered from my fellow students).
"chins you love to touch" now.
are raising the ruckuses that intraIn previous years. Chapel was a pleasure-one l1eard
. . . about or noticed the budding murals are instituted for good fun, not interesting and inspiring talks by faculty members and
poots and prose writers in the literary for rough and tumble feuds.
Chapel was something to be looked forward to, not a
supplement? Prizes amounting to $30
chore. Oh where are the talks of yesteryear of Drs. Seybrought in some very commendable en- . . . the Fidelis boys brag about their mour, Thomas, Cavins, Heller, Coleman, Gumagh, et al?
tries. You should read them.
new abode? Last week they had what
Clarence Carlson.
might be called a house-warming, and
... of cr met the Nokomis ha'f miler? it was a brilliant affair, with its sucHadn't you heard, Mr. Carlson, that almost all yc~
Dave Maxie Abie Mousie Kessinger cess assured by the luxury of the $20,- favorites are speaking at some time this year on the cUlwas a thoroughbred thinclad when in 000 home they were fortunate enough ture survey series of lectures given as the Thursday chapel
the seventh grade. We record many to secure for a dwelling house.
It program? The series was opened just last Thursday bY
of his bril iant successes here, as a rivals the finest on university campi.
President .Buzzard.
-The Editors.
in favor of the 'body beautiful' a.nd
·t hinks he can outdo Bernarr McFadden
with some of his new ideas on physical
culture. He is also going to suggest
that the Placement Bureau make p~d
agogic connections with some colonies
he has in mind.

The Soap Box ---

j· . .

I
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DEAR ELMIREE, I'M
A COM IN' HOME FRIDAY-

rofessor

F
A

COLSEYBUR' S

G

0

I

It don't seem to me like as if things
is regalated properly when two vacations is on'y three weeks apart.
It
looks like unfair destitution when you
have to go months and months after
Xmas without a hollyday. Thats about
as bad as my finanshul statis with your
birthday bein on the twenty first.
COLSEYBUR TALKS TURKEY.
I am superbly gracious for my prohiAs P~ker Face Gathers His Family About Him
bishun
bein recognised by this inf01r Yuletide Spree
vernerate
institushun, bein as how they
Prodigal sons and daughters, the turkey is all yours, and as the good Sauta
was a improtant man here in chapel
Flash:-"Douglas" Seymour says that
Claus we have always longed to be, we welcome you home for the h olidays.
who gave a evangeline speech on pro- 1 he will abdioat~ for the consideratiun
From past journalistic indiscretions, good EI, deliver us.
of 70 million dollars. It is a standing
Among us are: Duke Middlesworth,._·· - - - - - - - - - - - - - - offer.
the Empire Builder;
- and Charlie Fry, II santa , 8 ant a, s t.ay a b I't ;
Gentleman Ch ar1Ie; and Russell
Tripp, , w e nee d a 11 th a t we kin
· git
.
L3.St week one facu1ty wife called up
who knew more and said less; and 1
,
•
•
•
another
faoculty wife and , upon being
George Haddock, the Jast of the in- If yo~ ve got a tra~mg. school.
answered
by a m as:!uline voice, ask<~ll,
tellectual giants; and Mary Abraham, Dormitory and a S":Immmg pool.
"Is
your
wife handy?" "Why, yes,'·
the teachers' delight; and Kate Mallory Santa, Santa, stay _right here.
came
the
answer, "She can do almost
and the Gabby Mews; and Paul Blair, The naughty Redbirds are so neal.
anything."
creator of Annie Laurie; and Paul Tinnea, Saint Paul; and Smick Singler, Xmas t'i me, and how do you feel
"Prexy" Buzzard and "H.oot Mon''
who mixed sports with love; and Rus- About F D.R. and the old New Deal?
Ma,cGrcgor
first met during the war.
sell Kellam, who didn't speak English; We know you are happy and rich as
allegedly
in
a training cam.p in 1918:
can be,
and Mardy' Cox, whose untimely death
The
next
time
they saw each other
left us sad; and Bill Townes, who dis- Whoopee! Hurrah ! Oh my! Oh me!
was in the H otel U. S. Grant in Mat tributed a gallon of corn whiskey not
tcon in 1933. Dr. Buzzard r ecognized
The real test of our dining services
wisely but too well; and Burdell MurDr. M acGregor, but Dr. MacGr..egor
ray, who made interviewing an art; and comes when we s.ee how many of the
couldn't remember Dr Buzzard "WhY ,.
Frances Louise Hopkins and her Razz- fellows remain for Saturday breakfast.
quot h the la.tt.er, "I .can tell .you tl~e
berry in Glue; and Car'los Cut!er and
kind of underwear you had on the first
his wistful eyes; and Babs McDaniels
Won't someone please be nice to
tim~ I met you." "Hoot mon," quoth
and her sweet voice; and the bad boys, Milton Siegel; it's so near Xmas.
the f or mer. "All right," said Dr. BuzSid Conrad., John Wilkin Sims, and Ike
. .. ..... : . . . . ,
'
; i
Stroud; and Roy Wilson, our Roy; and
Spare Parts Only
John Black, the brainiest of the brainWhat we really n eed, Dr. Cook, is a
iest; and Leallyn Clapp, just an average Re-placement Bureau.
student; and Teeny Cottingham, who
put over publicity ; and Mi·:dred KedThe " hundred neediest cases" ley, the most prolific writer the News Ma,ine, Vermont, and ninety-eight Rehibisnun, Me and him is great enhas ever had; and Evelyn Barger, our publicans.
thusers of t he same eggzalted camnaughty girl; and Margaret Brandon,
We doubt if our faculty remembered pain. However anyway, I felt kinda
Who lived in a world of letters· and
Jim Scott, the sports demon; ' and the poor little starving freshmen last heavy in my mind about all tnem corn \
silks I consumated in the cob pipe I i
Kathryn Walker, who's happier now Saturday night.
found, and that nippy cider I drunk
than she ever has been; and John
Wyeth who could stand on his feet an.d And now, dear students, let us pause- that mom wanted for vinegar.
You don't need to be suprised about
tell the world; and Charlie AustiDJ, who Nine for dear old Santa Claus !
my
joining Sigma Delta Pie. My mind
tul'ned each stone twice, and Vince Hang your stock:ings near the door;
was
thuroughly confirmed after the
K~lly, of Kelly, Kelly, and Kelly; and Life begins in five days more.
first
hand report I got of their first
Edith Stoltz, perennial reporter; and
meeting.
It should kinda embesillic to
Alex Summers, the last of the great
The Wallie Flower has blossomed.
me. They ast them that wanted to join 1
Shoguns.
Yes, friends, it is a fact;
how to spell little mees~ey words that I
And so, Don, and Stan, and Walt,
The King has learned his lesson,
I can spell backwards and told some
and Florence, and Aline, and Joe, pass
To retract, retract, retract.
jokes which my worser ones are betus t he turkey. Mickey Spence, Georg~
ter
than. I reckon they r caUsed what
Henry, John Paul Reed, and Glenn The first Xmas home in a freshman's
serious
person I am and that I
a
Cooper will furnish the amusement.
life,
couldn't waste my time with such tom'S like giving a small boy a pocket
foolery.
- Elmer.
knife.
If!
The last Xmas home 1n a seruor's life,
If she's been true,
'S like Eddie the VIII choosing a wife.
As you think she's bee'JI,
She'll be the'r e to meet you
25c-DINNERS-35c
We ts all friends, isn't we? Isn't we?
When you get in.
Choice of Everything on the 1\Ienu
We say, isn't we?
If she's there to meet you
Hamburger 5c-IIot Soup
Signed: OLE POKER FACE
When you get in,
Groceries, Meats, Fruits and VegeYou were as true
tables, I ce Cream, School Supplies,
As you think you've been.
BRADING'S
Fountain Drinks. Open Evenings.

c
u

Last Trump

s

s

L

1
p

T

y

I

I

mrd, "It had the monogram of Cornell on it. You had been a track stat'
ther·e ."
And Dr. MacGregor had to agree.
"Robot" Ross is looking forward to
vacation, "for .the purpose of" catching
up on his sleep. The deba.te season has
started.
Faculty m·~n have to scw·ry for
chairs at the Lit tle Campus. "Big
Chief" Andrews sat down as "William
Powc~l'' Burris and "Douglas" Seymour
came up. " Oh, were you sitting here?''
asked Andrews. "Yes," was the frowning answer. "Well, you're not now,"
came ·the goentle retort.
Dr. Buzzard r eceived his first teaching pay check in 1909. It was made
out to Robert G. Buzzard for a total
of $42.50, and it represented a month's
salary for work in a southern Illinois
rural school.

Dressmaking and
Alterations
H ave taken over t he Marion McMorris Dressmaking Shop
I Solicit Your Patronage

CARRIE M. MOCK

Phone 661
Linder Building
2nd F.LOO~ROOM 14

The King

ABDICATES
·see

' ove n xi e'
from Gene Markey's Novel

'His Majesty's Pajamas'

THE LINCOLN INN

L'envoi
The year is slowly fading,
Sad days that are no more,
When profs dream just of grading,
And life becomes a bore.
You think that we mean Xmas.
Dear friends, it is not true.
We were just wishing
One buck would see us through.
Next week East Lynn!
Santa, Santa, come right in;
This is Eastern's big, n ew gym.
Santa, Santa, sit right h ere;
This is Eastern's building year.

SHOE REP AIRING

Quality Material and
Prompt Service
417 7th St.
PHONE 173

King Furniture
Company
New and Used Furniture, Stoves,
Rugs. Upholstering 'and furniture
r epairing.

LINCOLN THEATRE ... FRIDAY-SAT.

D. T. FREELAND
PHONE 73
706 LINCOLN
~

.

-

.

.

..

.

e

A Life Insu rance program is conceded to
be the only sure' method of providing for you
in old age or for your dependents if you do n't
reach old age.

PHONE 960

For Social Functions

e

Let n s check your present policies and
help you complete t he program. If you don't
face the facts now and act accordingly you
or your dependents must pay later anyhow.

..•. BE SURE AND ORDER
YOUR CAKES FROM THE

BAKERY

IDE A L
North Side Square

PHONE 1500

Yo ur Christmas Store
is Ready

MEMBER OF MACAULAY CLUB
FOR 3 YEARS

EVERYTHING PRICED TO MEET YOUR BUDGET

a nd of

BROTHERS
KING
BOOK AND STATIONERY STORE

QUARTER MILLION OLUB

COMPLETELY NEW"

Ul<' 1936

El
H. NOLAN SIMS '30

SUN LIFE ASSURANCE COMPANY
of Canada

TELEPHONE 354

CHARLESTON, ILL.

PHONE 428

WEST SIDE SQUARE

"THE COMPLETE CAR

-.,• ..,.._ --A-

'Face theTruth and Don't Be Afraid'

610 Va.n Buren
E. L. KING. Prop.

.

SIMPSON CHEVROLET COMPANY

..

:

:

CHARLESTON, ILL.
PHONE 333
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EI Holds Olympic Quarter-Finalists with 33 -25 Score
Greenup Guard

Panthers Falter After Leading Card Calls for 2
Week-End Tilts
at
Half-Time
.Hoosier Cagers
._
Holme·s, L. Jones Find Mark
Most Often for Locals; W'aJdrip, Weingand Star Defensively
Against Danville Central.
·
By John Farrar
A strong Central Normal quintet defeated Coach Ted Carson's game ami
aggressive team last Tuesday night at
Danville, Indiana, 33-25. But the experienced Indiana team found the
Panthers were not the easy marks
they proved to be last year, when virtually the sa.me Central Normal team
defeated Eastern by almost forty
points. Central was beaten only once
last season and then it was in the
quarter finals of the Chicago District
Olympic trials by DePaul.
Eastern Leads at Ha!f
Normal jumped away to a 5-0 lead
when Williams hit a long one and a
few seconds later Roudebush, Danville
center, tipped in a rebound shot. Williams sank a free throw and Weingand
dropped in a charity toss for Eastern's
first point. Williams was then fouled
by Curry and made his gift shot good.
Miller dropped in a free throw and
Curry, Waldrip, and L. Jones counted
from the field in quick succession to
give the Panthers an 8-6 lead. Englehart, the famed Central Normal forward, dropped in two gift shots as
Williams sank another fielder. With
a minute and one-half remaining in
the half, L. Jones counted with a free
throw and seconds later sank a spectacular shot from the side. This ended
the half. The score stood, EI 11, Central Normal, 10.
Indiana Begins Hitting
The Indiana men started the second half with a rush as Williams netted a free throw and Morris, Englehart, Williams, and Gullion drilled the
net with fielders. iL. Jones counted for
the Panthers with a long shot and Waldrip made good his charity toss after
being fouled by Gullion. Holmes sank
a flashy overhand shot from the side
to bring the count, Central Normal 19,
Eastern 16_ Roudebush sank a setup
shot, but L. Jones counted from far
out with his fourth basket of the
game. Holmes dropped in a set shot
from the side and brought the count
to 21-20 in favor of Danville. Morris
sank a field goal and Englehart followed with two beautiful shots from
the foul circle. Then Bill Waldrip,
Greenup flash, evaded his guard and
sank a difficult shot from the corner.
Decker 1nade a difficult shot from the
side and Weingand sank a charity toss
for the Panthers. Roudebush counted
with an under-the-basket shot, but
Holmes came right back to score with
a neat push shot. Roudebush scored
again wheri the Panther defense was
drawn out by Central Normal's stalling game. Thus the final score was
33-25.
1L. (Squirrely) Jones, speedy little
guard from Paris, showed up well in
the scoring column, getting nine points.
Holmes also crashed the scoring record

Xmas Gift
Dressings .

The cancellation of the Oakland
City gam3 last Friday does not clear
up the P anther's stiff schedul-e, for tomorrow night they meet the tall Sycamores of Indiana State Teachers college at Terre Haute and come back
home in time to -engage the Shurtleff
Pioneers the following evening, Thursday, in the local gym at 8 o'clock.
The always-strong Indiana team has
its chief threat in the person of Bur ..
ton, all-state guard last year. Last
year the Sycamores took both games
that tho3y played against the locals. In
the first they ran wild to take a 60-39
victory, and in the second they picked
up 52 points to the P anthers' 23. Some
of their most dang erous men have
graduated, however.
The Shurtleff college game Thursday
should be som ething of a breather, if
the Carson men are not worn down by
1 the Hoosi·ers. Last year Shurtleff proved an easy mark. This year"'they have
a new coach, C. V. "Red" Money, who
has had many years experience in put.-is PAUL WEINGAND, six feet five ting· out high-calibre court crews at
center who received high praise when Hanover college and the University of
Decatur upset Danville to win the state Louisville. In addition, they have sevhigh school basketball championship en re turning lettermen and four other
last year. Weingand has cinched a · promising basketeers on his squad who
place as varsity center on Ted Carson's may upset any predictions. Outsiandpromising squad. His height enables ing among the newcomers is Corbett
the Panthers to control the tip on Dietiker, a sophomore from Staunton,
many plays.
Ill. Dietiker may get a starting assignment along with Captain John
Keith, Don Broman, Bob Sutton, Bill
with six points and Waldrip got four. Ludwig, Ralph Tilling, Bill Frank or
The box score is:
Bill Jackson.
EIST
FG. FT. TP.
E . I. (25)
2
0
Curry, f ............................. 1
FOR SALE - A tuxedo suit in good
6 condition, size about 37 or 38.
Holmes, f ........................... 3
0
Mrs.
Woods, c ........................... 0
0 Osborn, 628 8th St. Anyone interested
0
Watts, f ............................. 0
0 may call here to see the suit.
0
y
1
L. Jones, g ...................... .4
EIST
H. Jones, f. .. ....................0
0
0
A suggestion for Christmas-See our
Weingand, g ..................... 0
2
2
new
selection of ladies' and gent.leMurphy, c ....................... 0
0
0
rings. Popular prices. - C. P .
rnen's
Miller, g ............................. 0
1
1
Coon.
Waldrip, g. .. .................... 2
1
5

I

L antz Schedules
Seven Grid Foes
Charles P . Lantz, director of
athletics and physical education
has ar:ranged £-even football games fo;
1937. He is seeking another lllinois
intercolleg.iate foe for October 9.
Wheaton, Eureka, State Normal, Northern Teachers of De K alb, Western
Teachers of Macomb and Southern
Teachers of Carbondale of the I. I. c.,
have already been scheduled.
September 25, Wheaton at Charleston; October 2, Indiana Statz at Terre
Haute; October 9, open; October 16,
Eureka at Charleston; October 23,
State Normal at Charleston; October
30, Northern Teachers at Charleston;
November 6, Western Teachers at Macomb; November 13, South·ern Teach·ers at Carbondale.

Spider·y Star

I

- - - E I S T · c -- -

-is BILL WALDRIP, hot shot guard
LOST- Pair of spectacles in case,
who is sinking them for EI.
belonging to Walter Briggs. Finder
please return to Miss Bankson. Reward.
---EIST·c----

TC DOWNS KANSAS 26-18;
LET EATON, the Jeweler, repair that
MIRUS LEADS SCORING keep-sake
watch and put it in a new
case for a Xmas gift. Will take your
Teachers · College High school Thurs- old watch in exchange. Have some
day night downed the Kansas High good used watches for sale. - 710
cagers with a 26 to 18 score.
Jackson St.
Kansas started strong gaining an 8
to 0 lead befor·e their march was halted
with a long field goal by Finley. The
Kansan's lead had fallen to 14 to 11
PLUMBING & HEATING
at the half. By stellar playing the loCOMPANY
cals held the Kansas team to four
poin~ during ~he last half meanwhile
Plwnbing, Heating and
runnmg up a tidy score for themselves.
Sheet Metal Work.
Bob Mirus l-ed the point getting for
T. C. with four field goals and two
free throws while Cook led the KanClive Dick, Mgr.
sans with seven points to hi.s credit.

WHITE

I

PHONE 295

I

Totals ............................ 10

5

CEN. NORMAL (33) FG.
Englehart, f. .. .................. 3
Williams, f. .. .................... 3
Decker, f ........................... !
Roudebush, c. .. .............. ..4
Morris, g ........................... 2
Gullion, g. .. ...................... 1
Scott, g.' ............................ 0

FT.

Coles County's Largest Dep't. Store
•
HOSIERY

25

UNDERWEAR

TP.

2
3
0
0
0
0

8
9
2

0

()

Welcomes Y ou!

DRESS GOODS
HATS

8

OUR BEAUTY SHOP will be pleased to render
service at all times. Expert operator.

COATS

4

2

•

DRESSES
SPORTS WEAR

Totals ............................ 14
33
5
Referee, Stonebraker; umpire, King.

MUSIC

---EISTC:---

Say Merry Christmas with Flowers.
They say it differently.
CarrollFlorists. Phone 39, 413 Seventh.

•

...
I

U. C. JOSSERAND

•

•

, .-

.

~

J-

'•'•

•

ALEXAN DER'S

•
•

':;

You'll be surprised at the large stocks and the
quality we have. Every item of high grade and
guaranteed to be satisfactory. Everything for
the girl.

~

-

,.

-

Gift

BARBER

MEMBER EI BOOSTER CLUB

SHIRTS

Hair Cut 25c

In Boxes

Across Street from Library

R. C. A. Victor
Radio's Gr.ea.test Value

• • •

Tags -

Seals - Sprays Tissue Paper
Cellopnane-All Colors

W. E. HILL & SON
Southwest Corner Square

SHE ~WILL
""""'~ ·· -\

w ·ELCOME

Magic Voice, Magic Brain,
Magic Eye, Metal Tubes.

Admiration Hosiery

Sold by

IN HE.R XMAS STO<;J)JNG

BURBECK
ELECTRIC & RADIO CO.
604 6th St.
PHONE 474

79c

Whites, autumn tones, and fancies in stripes, checks, plaids and
neat patterns. In fact, most everything that is smart and up-toelate. In trubenized or button down collar. Sizes 14 to 18.

OTHER SHIRTS .............................. . 98c-$1.50

and

Give Your Friends a Box of Candy as Your
Christmas Reminder
JOHNSTON'S OR BUNTE' S FOR QUALITY

CORNER
·cONFECTIONERY
N. E. CORNER SQUARE

PHONE 81

$1.00

A&GSHOE MART
Smartest Styles

Greatest Values

Men's Hose ............ 25c
Gift Ties ............... SOc

Gift Scarfs ......... .... 98c
Gift Gloves ............. 98c

MURRAY'S

CLOTHING
STORE .
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Five lntrantural Quintets Leap
To To.p in First Week's Gantes

FARRAR SEEING
B!) ....

John Farrar

Reporter Picks Jitter Bugs to Lathrop, M. B., 13 ; Lidd'e, E. A., 4.
Win, Mummy's Boys Second.
Newt's Hungry Five 22, Felta This

.
Lewis "Squirrely" Jones, the dimin14.
utive
guard from Paris, flashed his
C. Carlock, N. H. F., 8. Sisson F. T.,
wares on the strong Central Normal
10.
team at Danville, Indiana, last Tu~s
Phi Sigs 15 ; Pop's Boys 6; Wright day and proved his value in interTrulock, Upton, P. S., 4; Abernathy, P . collegiate competition. Jones netted
B., 4.
four field goals and one free throw,
Trojans 22, Silver Streaks 7. Hutton, to tie the great Englehart of Central
Adair, T., 6; Grace, S . S., 4.
for high scoring honors. That is not
Jitter Bugs 21, Republicans 9. Ted- all the story, though, because Jones
and Bill Waldrip, his flashy running
rick, J . B., 11; Hollingsworth, R., 8.

-- ·

Only five teams of the seventeen survived the first furious burst of intramural basket ball play last week with
escutcheons unsmirched.
Foremost
among them are the tall, lean and
voracious squad who call themselves
Newt's Hunry Five. With a couple of
long Carlock brothers, one of whom
was a challenger for first string varNinth Street Cadets 16; Industri-al
sity center last year, they swallowed up
Arts
club 9. Harmes, N, S. C., 6; Haverall the opposition that came their way,
stock,
I. A. c., 9.
taking four games. But they have yet
Fidelis 12, Gilbert Boys 10. Kessingto meet any really tough opposition,
and we predict that either the Jitter er, F., 4; F.ling, G . B., 5.
Bugs or Mummy's Boys can .clean
Mummy's Boys 14, Lair 12. Sparling,
them. The former aggregation, built M. B., 6; Haggerty, L., 4.
around Jimmy Tedrick, who finished
Egyptian Aces 27, Felta This 6. Wilfour years of intercollegiate competition son, E. A., 8; Stahl, F . T., 6.
last year, has won two games, one of
Newt's Hungry Five 24, Pop's Boys
them from the Gilbert Boys. While it 5. C. Carlock, N. H. F., 8; Fiscus, P. B.,
is too early to predict, this team looks 4.
good enough to take the tournament
Phi Sigs 10, Trojans 7. Wright, F. S.,
unless someone stops Tedrick. The 4; Adair, T ., 3.
Mummy's Boys rolled up the highest
Super-Squirtigles 24, Silver Streaks
and most lop-sided score of the play 23. Gibson, Su. Sq., 8; Epler, S. S.,
so far, defeating the Felta This 32 to 4. 11.
Ramblers 22, Industrial Arts club 20.
The other two teams with clean slates
are the Phi Sigs and Super-Squirtigles, Mead, My:es, Brown, R ., 6; Haverstock,
who each have two wins. Neither has I. A. C., 12.
Republicans 21, Ninth Street Cadets
met the best teams yet. No prognosticator can overlook the stout Fidelis 9. S tine, R. , 8; Miller, N. S. T., 4.
Mummy's Boys 20, Fidelis 16. Lewis,
team, low scoring as yet, but composed
almost entirely of former varsity or M. B., 8; Kessinger, F., 7.
Felta This 9, Pop's Boys 8. Farrar,
B-squad men-Ritchie, Cole, Weekley
and Henderson. Their scoring ace, F. T ., 4; Lunn, P. B ., 6.
Newt's Hungry Five 15, Silver Streaks
however, is the fast little varsity halfback, "Mousie" Kessinger. Fidelis has 9. C. Carlock, N. H. F., 6; Grace, S. S.,
received one defeat in four starts, the 7.
Lair 13, Egyptian Aces 12. Haggerty,
defeat coming at the hands of the
L., 5; Wetzel, E. A., 5.
Mummy's Boys.
Fidelis 18, Republicans 16. Endsley,
The Gilbert Boys, hard luck merchants last year, have got off on the F., 6; Stine, R., 6.
Mummy's Boys 32, Felta This 4.
same wrong foot again. They took disheatening overtime defeats in both E. Lewis, M. B., 12; R. Lewis, F. T., 3.
their opening contests, once at the
hands of the Republicans and again
from Fidelis.
One of the freaks of the tournament
is the one-man Industrial Arts club
quintet. Dale Haverstock, intramural
man:nager and loyal r. A. clubman, was
forced to account personally for every
point made by his team when it lost to
the Ninth Street Cadets, 16-9. In their
second game, which the I. A. club played with but four men, Haverstock accounted for 12 of their twenty points
against the Ramblers, who won 22-20.
A summary of all the intramural
battles, including scores and high point
men for each team, follows:
Jitter Bugs 23, Ninth Street Cadets
12. Tedrick, J. B. 10 points; R. Jones,

mate, kept the Central team on defense with their brilliant offensivf:'
work.
Five cross-country men are to receive sweaters and gold track shoes.
They are John Dayton, Bob Anderson,
Earl Anderson, Frank Broyles, and
Jack Zahnle.
With every bit of joy there is a b it
of sadness. William Towler, the fourth
best man on the team in the State
Normal meet in which he took eighth,
seventh against Macomb, and fifth
against Carbondale is the man who
suffers in .t his case. In each of t hese
meets Towler was a member of the
first five, and it tak-e s five men to win
a meet.
Your reporter has it on good authority that Towler was instructed to run
a front race, which he had never done
before, in the state meet. (see issue- of

Campbell's Electric
Shoe Shop
WISHES YOU A MERRY

Jll•••••••••••••-. ~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii.

For MOTHER!
For FATHER!
For SJSTER!
For BROTHER!
For BABY!

NO ONE CAN PLEASE

CLASSES MEET AT ALL HOURS
AT THE . . . .

Little Campus Cafe

For HER!
For HIM!
For the
ENTIRE
FAMILY!

HUNGRY FIVE EAT AND
DEFEAT FELTA THIS

At least one intramural quintet lives
up to its name. Having been slated to
play the F elta 'l'his Last Tuesday night,
Newt's Hungry Five prepared for the
ga.rne in characteristic fashion. They
bought 35 pounds of chocolates and
five gallons of cider, believe it or not.
Tucking seven pounds of chocolates
and a gallon of cider under his belt,
each man felt in a fighting mood for
the tangle. Needless to say, the lust y
Newtons defeated the fast Feltas by a
Did you know that: . . . . Frank
one-sided score, 22- 14.
Schack, the former Sullivan phenom.....•.....•......•......•....•••..••..•....••.•.•••
•e non, is playing second fiddle to wui8
Boudreau on the Illini quintet . . . .
Coach Angus wants all distance candidates for the :track team to report fo._·
workouts immediately . . .. Humboldt
High Schcol, with not more •than thirty
for your shoes would be a complete
boys in school, has a good basketball
repair job-done by Lhe
team; they have defeated Mattoon 23 ..
20 and Villa Grove 37- 17 .. . . Bm·ton,
GOLDEN RULE SHOE SHOP
Indiana State guard, was an all-state
W. C. FITZPATRICK
guard in high school .... Walton M&r PHONE 74
ris, News editor, !Played tackle on T . c.
1st door West of Sq. on Jackson
High school's football team . ... ???

An Appropriate
GIFT

__
e LINCOLN_e_
TUESDAY

BARGAIN DAY

lOc TO ALL TILL 5:30, THEN lOc & 15c

Jack HALEY--Arthur TREA'C HER

'MR. CINDERELLA'
CONTINUOUS FROM 2:30

ADDED SHORTS

W~DNESDA Y-THURSDAY

ADMISSION lOc & 25c

Walter HUSTON-Ruth CHATTERTON

/ I 'DODS~ORTH'
Mary ASTOR-P.aul LUKAS

Gil ts

Republicans 13, Gilbert Boys 12.
Fling, G. B., 7 points; Hollingsworth,
R., 5.
Fidelis 14, Lair 10; Kessinger, F., 5;
Neal, L., 5.
Mummy's Boys 22, Egyptian Aces 6.

EVERYBOBY
But We Try
BASEMENT BARBER SHOP
G. B. .Johnson, Prop.
HAIR CUTS .....................................25c

I

Thousands of·

N. S.C., 6.

cause of this, Towler was shoved back
t o sixth m.an on the team, out of an
honor sweater and gold track shoe.
The rule on cr&ss-country awards as
approved January 8, 1936 by the AthIletic Committee reads as foll&ws:
"Cross-Country: In order to earn a let .
ter a runner must pla.ce first in a state
meet, or participate in a certain number of dual meets, which shall be named by the coach."
Towler participated in all the dunJ
meets. This is the sad part of the letter awards of last week.

Betty FURNESS-Raymond WALBURN

HAPPY NEW YEAR

X mas

News with account of I. I. A. C.). Be- ...........•....•..••.....•......•.•..•..•••.•••.•••

with

CHRISTMAS AND A

Kline's for
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NEW LAURELS FOR BOOK & PLAY

SHOWS 2:30-7-9

FR. IDA Y -SATURDAY

ADM. 10c & 25c

•

DOUBLE FEATURE

79

IT HOLDS YOU FRIGID!

'KING of HOCKEY'
plus

• Protect your
new shoes and ·~~.~~··••,:::,:,
your ankles uns~~~m~:;::~::;:
tered . with a n n-•·r..·;·§
of l!ghtweight
losh·es. We havE!t::e!ft~·~
inferesting
~on of the n~w.:~~::i!

Gaytees. L{!!!!l!~]!~!j

SECOND FEATURE

'LOVE in EXILE'
with

Clive BROOK-He1en VINSON
Mary CARLISLE
1

DEC. 20-21

SUNDAY-MONDAY

Johnny WEISMULLER_

SANDWICHES, DRINKS, SMOKES
"Meet with Your Friends Here"

In

MAX WHITE, CHARLES CRrrES,
Proprietors

'TARZAN ESCAPES'
with

Maureen O'SULLIVAN

HOLIDAY
•
PEP-UP

_ _ ____:.!!!!.. . .R EX THEATRE

For Your Permanent

WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

DEC. 16-17

Joe COOK in ARIZONA MAHONEY

You can now have your permanent pepped-up with a few
curls over each ear and in thf'
back for the holiday season.

ADDED SHORTS

....,...

..

MODERN BEAUTY SHOP
PHONE 1501

...

-~,...,,.,..
. ---...~---- .-·

FRIDAY-SATURDAY

815 MONROE

--!!!!!•:.....___ __

.. -

ADM. 10c & 20c

... .

~ -~

DEC. 18-19

A&GSHOE MART John WAYNE in KING of the PECOS
Smartest Styles

Greatest Values

MATINEE SATURDAY

ADM. 10c & 1Sc

Tuesday,-December is, 1936
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R. G. Buzzard Covers Earth's
History in 'Wells ian' Lecture
• Chapel Speaker
One Hundred Fifty Students
Hear First Culture
Talk Thursday.

Survey

Units Hold Special
Christmas Meeting's

will

Unit two .
be the guest of Unit
fifteen at a Christmas party at the
home of Elizabeth Widger at 7:30 to··
night. Th.e evening will be spent playing games and singing Christmas carols after which refr·eshments will be
served.

Round Table
Math Students I. A.Holds
Session Here
Feast Friday

On. Thursday night, December 10, a
meetmg of the tenth district industrial
ar.ts round .table, called by President
Gene Gordon of the Casey High school
was held in the Practical Arts Build~
ing.
A. C. Daugherty, science teacher in
Casey High school, talked on "Visual
Methods of Instrucbion" illustrating
his lecture with slides and film. Eighteen attended the m eeting.
An election of officers for the coming year was held. Paul Fegley of
Shelbyville was unanimously elected
president.
Delbert Yotmg replaced
Wayne P. Hughes as secretary.
The next meeting will be held in tha
Practical Arts Building early in Feb·
ruary.

Kappa Mu Epsilon met at a dinner
meeting Friday evening, December 11,
at :t he home of Mrs. Noble Rains, 1506
Third street, at 6 :30. Esther Marian
Shubert presented a paper on The
Tmee F amous Problems of Antiquity,
followed by a round .table discussion on
recent trends in mathematics teaching
and teacher preparation led by Mr. Edson H. Taylor.
This meeting was in accordance with
a motion passed earlier in the year
that the one meeting a term be a. dinner meeting. At 1the next gathering of
th·e fraternity the formal initiation will
be held.
Members present at the dinner Fri- - - EISTc--day w·ere Mr. Edson H. T·a ylor, Dr.
Con.sult
the News when planning
Hobart F . Heller, Miss Gertrude Henyour
purchases.
drix, Miss Ruth Hostetler, Esther Marian Shubert, Mary Hosalie Bear, Ralph
Mcintosh, Gene Lederer, and Mrs.
Glenna Albers, alumnus.

President R. G. Buzzard opened the
culture survey lecture series last ThursUnit seventeen meets at 715 Johnday afternoon with an audience of
son street at 7 o'clock this Tuesday
about 150 students and faculty. His
night. The evening will be spent playwhole discussion was built around the
ing games. After the gifts have been
idea of change. The high point of his
distributed by way of a grab-box, respeech was expressed in the sentence:
freshments of candy and apples are to
"The keynote of all geological history
be served.
is change."
Differing Hypotheses
Unit eleven members spent Monday
His talk, "Earth History and the Apev·ening singing Christmas carols, at
pearance of Man," presented the Lap1009 Fourth street. Christmas gifts
lacian and Planetesimal hypotheses
were exchang·ed, and refreshments were
concerning the formation of the Earth.
served to those present.
He showed how the geologist reads the
earth's history by rocks and fossils. In
Unit eight enjoyed a combination
describing this study, Dr. Buzzard said:
dinner at 1051' Seventh street at six
"Through the probable thousands of
o'clock Monday evening, December 7.
years since that time (the beginning of
---EISTc--After dinner a short bus'iness meeting
Earth), and currently active at the
was held, at which Miss Bessie Phipps
LANE WINS CONTRACT
present moment, man's curiosity about
was elected secretary. The official
President
R.
G.
Buzzard
Earth which he lives has led him
name, Merry Maids, was adopted for
Ray Lane's ten piece band, af,t er
through much speculation into the bethe unit.
playing a trial dance at the Robin.son
EAST SIDE SQUARE
ginnings, at least of a scientific inter- - - E I S T'C - - high school last Saturday evening, was
pretation of his findings . . . Hist ory
awwded a contract to play the next
WRITERS' CLUB ENJOYS
of the earth .on which we live is as in··
seven dances there.
PRE-HOLIDAY
BANQUET
completely written as the story
of
Offers you a nice line of Glazo
man's own rise from the beginning to
There will be two debates tonight in
Cutlcle Sets .................. 50c to $3.00
Sigma Tau Delta, writers fraternity,
the present status."
room 6. At 7 o'clock Eastern's worn- will hold a Christmas party at the
LaCross Cuticle Sets ........ 50c to $3.5r
the begginning to the present status." en's n egative team, Juanita E<1rnst and
home of Mrs. Noble Rains at 1503 Third
After speaking of cosmogony and the June Richey, will debate with a wom- street tonight at 7:00 o'clock.
A n ice assortment evening Perfume
size ?f the Earth and the universe .in en's affirmative team from Olivet. This
Dr. Q. G. Burris, Miss Isabel McSets ................................ $1.10 to $3.50
SArURDAY-9:30 till 1:00
~Thelatwn tto thhe ,slun, Dr.k B~zzard said, will be followed by the men's debate at Kinney, Miss Winni·e Neely and Miss
e ou .er s ~- or r?c :S an ev~r 8 o'clock between our affirmative Margaret Brandon will be honored Dres'sed chickens, butter, eggs, salCoty's Compacts, double and single.
p:esent,Item m deciphermg Earths I team, James Rice and Glenn Sunder- guests.
ads, chicken and noodles. fruit cake,
1
history.
man and a negative team from Olivet
Coty's Perfume Sets and Perfume.
The general committee in charge of pies, cookies, bread and rolls.
Explains Geologic Time
Th d
f t .
·,
Yardley'~' Soaps
In explaining geologic time, he exurs ay 0 hiS we.ek two women s the function is composed of Katherine
7th St.-% Block South of Square
Shores,
Beulah
Midgett
and
Dorothy
plained the 500 million years of Earth's teams, Reba . Gold_smlth and Gr~ce
existence following the cosmic and Kortum,
affrrmatlv.e and .Juam~a Dowell.
---EISTC--__...
azoic (without life) ·period. They are ~rown and Betty ~lCe, negative, w~ll
Patronize
your News advertisers.
archeozoic, oldest life, 500 million JOurney to C~am~rugn whe~e ~~ey will
years; proterozoic, primitive marine meet the Umversity of IllmolS wornlife, 500 million years; paleozoic ancient 1 en debaters.
TWO NEW GENERAL CABS
life, 330 million years, mesozoic, medie---EisTc
val life, 110 million years; cenozoic,
FIDELIS ENTERTAINS
modern life, 60 million years. These
F 'd r
'\
are followed by the psychozoic age or . 1 e IS frat.ernity members h eld their
Day and Night Service
age of reason.
first dance
the hardwood panelled
He outlined the latter part of the age roo~s of thelr .new Harrison street
Fine Balou Chiffon Hosiery Features
of reason naming four important eras; :esldence last Fnday. The dance, held I
N. E. COR. SQUARE
the age of the Java man or Pithecan- m the form of an open house, was atReverse knit, 4 thread, 45 gauge chiffon. This
thropus Erectus, one to two million tended by thirteen couples, who danced
The Thinking Fellow Calls a Yellow
reverse knit feature makes it appear fully as
years ago; Neauderthal man, 100,000 from 8 to 11:30 to radio music under
years ago; Aurignacian age or ag·e of mellow blue and red lighting effects.
shee r as any 3 thread but having the extra
fire 30 to 40,000 years ago; agoe of soRe.f reshments were served during the
THERE IS NO SUBSTITUTE
wear of 4 thread.
ciety and farming, 10,000 years ago.
evenmg and card games were in play.
FOR QUAI,ITY
---EIST
Dr. Paul Sloan was chaperon.
A good hair cut just doesn't hapPacked 2 Pairs in Box
pen-it is the result of long experi~eature
1
ence and careful attention. You
can get that kind of service at the
Choice of Short, Medium, Long

STUART'S
DRUG STORE

Two Olivet Debates
Slated Tonight, R. 6

Farm and Home
Market

•----------------l

I

YELLOW CAB ,C O.

I

1r:

Know What An
APPRECIATED
Gift Can Be ...•

TELEPHONE 220

Art Rooms
Cathedral Windows I

2 pair
$1.75

RICKETTS

HOLMES
BARBER SHOP

A new project by the Art Depart- I OPTOMETRIC EYE SPECIALIST
FOR GLASSES
ment, under the supervision of Miss I
Mildred Whiting, is the transforma- 1 Phone 28
South Side Square
SOUTHWEST CORNER SQUARE
tion of the door transoms of the third
floor art rooms to resemble stained
glass. This effect is produced by use
of all colors of cellophane, with ordinary wrapping paper to make the lead
in the stained glass.
I .
Each of the art classes is to have
1
charge of one of the six transoms to
be decorated. The series, when com- WITH...
I
pleted, will show different phases of
art. The two already completed show
painting and architecture, and were
d esigned and executed by Elizabeth 1
I
Widger and Glen Cooper, respectively.,
Other soenes will represent sculpturing,
crafts, and pottery.

ll\C"'-Ulll
I«~.

I

•

Wholesome MILK Ingredients
combined with Real Chocolate
and Vitamin 11 B"

Complete Drug and Fountain
S.e rvice

SERVE IT

COLD

NORTH SIDE SQUARE

Shirley Temple
DOLL
Cot1!pons with Each 50c
Purchase at

WERDEN'S GROC.

Just off the South Side Sq. on 6th
XMAS NUTS

-

and

CANDIES

Charleston, Dl.

Alwaya r•·
heshinq and
aatisfyinqand the Cbil·
dren love ttl

SERVE I T

~

H0 T

'I

tOe

I
I MEADOW

..

Wonderfu. 1
Hot Chocolat
Convenient
•• • !uBtHea t
and Serve/

I

I

BIIOWNbiltSHOE STODE

GOLD

DAIRY

PHONE 7

7th & VanBmen

BALOU'

CHARLESTON

HO ~ ItRV

ILL.

li!OV SCOUT
c; H O I

or.

II

I

~

for the men on your list and
the man in your life

J/11~!11~ .f

frn.!~v
Md-11~V

PEOPLES DRUG
STORE

INVAII:IT'S

Starting with "friends of the family," th'i.s huge stock of gifts for
m en takes a lady by the arm and escorts her in safety right up to the
one man who heads the list.
·
Men, like women, like nice things to wear and men like: women
who give them.
Whether you p::ty 50 cents or $25 for a gift, just remember this ...
that you can't express better style and good taste than in these furnish'ing~ from Wilson Brothers as featured in Esquire.

GIVE
Shirts ........... $1.00-$2.00
Flannel Robes .... $4.00-$7.00
Pajamas . ...... .. $1.50-$5.00
Hosiery .......... 25c to SOc
Silk Robes ..... $5.00-$10.00

HIM
Neckwear .......... 50c-$1.50
Mufflers ......... $1.00-$3.00
Sweaters . . . . . . . $3.00-$5.00
Luggage ....... $3.00-$12.50
Gloves ..... . .... $1.00-$3.50

Linder Clothing Co.
"ON THE CORNER"

NEW FORD V -8's - - - • - - - : - - - THE BRILLIANT "85" ••.• THE THRIFTY "60"
The Ideal Christmas Gift For the Entire Family

McARTHUR MOTOR SALES

-

PHONE 666

,

•
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•
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Issue

She'll reign over all cam pus activities

Elsa Smith has just been chosen '"Queen of the Campus"
at the New York State College for Teachers, and she'll
be feminine boss all year c•f all that goes on at the Albany college.
Pictures, Inc.

He began playing because "it would please dad."
Walter Hagen, Jr., is now preparing to compete among the
University of Notre Dame's freshmen club-swingers for a
place on the neophyte golf squad at the South Bend, Ind., institution when the golf season
gets under way next spring.

A llO ther H agen

--~~---~~~--~_,~.

This brain does everything but thinl{

·
Braln

Temple University.:s Dr. E. 'Vt! ~.Cha~erlain i_s shown
with the famous ·gfass bram whrch he mvented
with the aid of Dr. I. S. Fay. Designed to enable scientists to observe the
functioning of the human brain under varied conditions, this model performs
of the activities of the human brain.
Acme

Dream burglars made 'him hurdle in his sleep.

Alarml.St

Phil Cope, champion University of Southern Califor~ia hurdler,. ~uldn't.
quite convince people that he wal_ked in his sleep ~nttl the other mghtwhen dream burglars held him up and he hurdled nght t:hrou~h a_ wmdow to escape them.
He's shown in the receiving hospital, bandages and all, wtth hts wtfe.
A cme

10

Their pageantry will welcome nation's best gridders

.eW The theme for the 1937 Tournament of Roses is "Romance," and here is a group of rasc1aenat
Prevl
.
Junio~ College co-eds rehearsing the parts they will play in the Romeo and Juliet float they
enter m the New Year s day floral pageant.

Big mouth .. . big speech ... big rally

Pep Joe E.. Brown, the man with the biggest

mouth in pictures, donned a freshman
cap and monocle when he made the main speech
at a Los Angeles Junior College sports rally.

Badminton is sweeping the nation's campuses

New Cra7e Badminton, a game brought to the U . S. by British soldiers and taught to the Indians,
~
threatens to become the most popular of the intramural sports. Here's a group playing
on the Westminster College campus in New Wilmington, Pa.

They

~~drafted,

the varsity coach to teach them rowing
Ro~~~ College is n?w on th~ list ?f i~sti_tutions where not~g is sacred to men in sport

Co..-ed Crew acttvttles,-and thetr -latest mvaston ts m the realm of rowmg.
practicing for intramural competition.

Here are two crews

Wide

Kaltenborn Edits
Columbia's News
HANS V. KALTENBORN has been a radio newscaster since 1922. Associate editor of the Brook·
lyn &gle when radio was first fumbling for a news
presentation technique, he departed from the newspaperman's ~imosity toward broadcasting news, an~
started all over as a "cub" in _radio reporting. ~
subsequent career editing the news for the Co~umbJa
network has taken him over the world, was climaxed
last summer when he broadcast a battle of the Spanish
Civil War. Every part of the world heard the sound
of the heavy guns as the
scholarly, dignified, 58 '
year.-old H. V. Kaltenbom
held out the microphone
from the protection of a
hay stack, over which shot
and shell were whiskinf!g.
H. V · Kaltenborn was
one of the first Americans
to be granted an interview
by ~dolph Hitler when the
NaZIS came into power
Born in Milwaukee, son of
Rudolph Von Kaltenborn
married to a German bar:
oness, Columbia's news commentator has spoken fre·
quently and forcefully against the Nazi state. Before
H. V . Kaltenborn entered Harvard, he had tried his
hand at ·the contracting business with his father in
Merrill, Wis., edited the Merrill Daily, spent two
years in France as a traveling salesman and a bloodless
year of service in the Spanish American war. He
finished Harvard cum la.ude in 1909, then tutored sons
of john Jacob Astor. He speaks with great ferver
an force, never gropes for words, is one· of radio's
most successful ad libbers, and~is the exponent of many
liberal views. He wears his Phi Beta Kappa key daily.
FRANCIS EVERETI TOWNSEND will be 70
January 13, 1937. If he had his way, he would be
receiving $200 monthly from the U. S. Government in
addition to the income he derives from his Old Age
Revolving Pensions Ltd. Born in Fairbury, Ill., he
roved the country until he
was almost :,o.
Then,
gathering together $200 in
cash, he enrolled in the
University of Nebraska
medical school in Omaha.
His was a hard,bitten col,
lege career in Omaha and
an equally hard,bl.tten ap,
prenticeship as a doctor in
the South Dakota Black
Hills. As assistant health
physician in Long Beach,
Cal., he had many an occa..
sion to minister to the aged
and indigent. He also took a flyer in the Southern
California, land boom. He has a war record as a lieu·
tenant in the army medical corps during the war r

Lucky Dogs Josephine
Von~berstein ~s
the only woman enrolled m

,

the department of veterinary science at Michigan
State College, where she is now a senior,,and
upon graduation will become one of the few women
veterinaries in the U. S.

Free Tour Pres.
~ .. A. Fredericks (~ter)
of Lowstana State Normal Col,
lege last month took the entire student body of the
institution on~ special free trip to the Texas Cen,
~1. He's shown with ~?by Montgomery,
Sweetheart of the Campus, and Ottie Mae
Duncan, "Miss Louisiana."

"YOU KNOW HOW one
ride feels," says AI McKee,
scenic railway operator. .. I
do it all day and diges·
tion is no problem. I smoke
Camels ·during meals and
after-•for diges#on's sake.''' ·

Sir Hubert Wilkins, Famous P.o lar
Explorer, After Rugged Arctic FareGets Comfort and. Cheer with Camels!
He knows the Arctic and the Antarctic. He
has kno~n abysmal cold; fought his way
step by •step through boWling blizzards;
lived on pemmican and biscuit. "Where I've
gone, Camels have gone," says Sir Hubert.
"An explorer needs· good digestion," he
con(inues. "In the Arctic, I take what I can
get to eat and like it. Food is monotonous ·
-concentrated-hastily prepared. Smoking
Camels adds gusto to my meals .and brings
me a great feeling of well·being afterward.
Camels set m~ right! A Camel has often
given me the •lift• I needed to carry on.''

ENJOY CAMELS OnEN ••• FOR A CHEERY "UFT" •••
FOR A SENSE OF WELL-BEING ••• AND

HE POURS WHITE-HOT MOLTEN
STEEL. C. V. Davis' job is tough on di·
g~stioo. He says: "Smoking Camels makes
food taste better and set better with me."

,
I

T'S NOT alone what you eat that's

important. How you digest it
counts for a lot too. Camels at
mealtime help in two special ways.
Th.ey ease tension and stimulate
the flow of digestive fluids-alkaline digestive fluids-so necessary
to normal, healthy digest~on.
Join theCamelsmokers! Camel's
mildness and finer flavor-Camel's
energizing .. lift" and aid to digestion-add pleasure the whole day
through. Camels set you right!
CRAM MING takes mental punch;
strains digestion too. Smoke Camels
for a ·welcome "llft," for digestion's
sake. .Camels set vou right!

NEW HOLLYWOOD RADIO ATTRAcnON!
Cam.el Cigarettes bring you a FULL HOUR'S
ENTERTAINMENT! Benny Goodman's
•• Swing" Band ••. G~rge Stoll's Concert Or- ·
chesrra .•• Hollywood Guest Sra,rs .••and Rupert
H1..1ghes presides! Tuesdat-9:30 pm E.S. T.,
8:30pmC.S.T .. 7:30pmM.S.T.,6:30omP.S.T••
W ABC· Columbia Network.

COSTLIER

TOBACCOS
Camels are made from .
flner, MORE EXPENSIVE
TOBACCOS -Turkish and
Domestic.;.. than any
other popular brand.

"M~ST

GIRLS HERE at college smoke
Camels," says Miss J. O'Neill "So I smoke
them too. Smok~ng Camels helps digestion;
food tastes better! Camels always taste mild."

'They're laughing at death

Spider

Despite the fact that the newly-

S acquired tarantulas have terrorized

many students of Santa Ana Junior College, Jack
Shanafelt has no fear of the sinister creatures.
Audrey McDonald is the not-too-worried spectator.

She's aiming to

ma~e

a lot of bull's. .eyes

Sharpshooter Sally
~in~rd, captain of the North Dak~ta State Co!l~ge
women s nfle team dunng the past season, now practtcmg
1s

for a crowded term as one of the mainstays of this year's team

She ins pired a victory
{1,

Nettie Faye Cooper was ruler of the

'-<..Ueen homecoming celebration at Louisiana

Tech, during which her alma mater defeated the
Millsaps Majors on the gridiron.

'They're taught s

Recording Agnes
R.
records her
part of the work in a new course in

MasCOt

Little Joan is the main attraction with Case 'Tech spectators

Joan Strickling is the cer1ter of all attraction when she marches down the street with the snappy Case School
of Apphed Science "rambling Romeos." And her natty brown and white outfit is greatly envied by her backyard playmates as well as the co-eds who attend the athletic contest. The band is directed by George F. Strickling.

She's a swimming champ, too!

· t Marian Mansfield, women's
P re ttles
national indoor low-board
diving champion, was chosen the prettiest
of Northwestern University's sorority mem. .
bers and crowned as empress of the Navy
Ball. She's a member of Gamma Phi Beta.

C. R. Pett1crew
Turnabout and
R. F. Royster
opposed each other for the first time
when they appeared in the Purdue presentation of Ladies of the Jury. As a
Boilermaker debate team they've never
been defeated in Big Ten competition.

'There'll be no wallflowers at Michigan, if the women have their say

Instruc~ic_>~ in ballroom dancing for _begir_
ming, int:rmediate a·nd ~~vanced dancers is ~ne ?f
the act1v1t1es sponsored by, the Umver-s1ty of M1ch1gan Women s League. Doug Gt egot y
and Jean Seeley (center) are shown illustrating dance steps for an intermedi~t~ ~lass. Gregory (w1th another
partner) won the national exhibition tango contest at the Great Lakes Exhtbttton.

L earnerS

va. hee1The
P lfiW
garies of
lightning bolts are caught
by this new pinwheel camera developed by Prof. J.
G . Albright of the Case
School of Applied Science.
Spun rapidly in a storm
with shutters open, this
battery of cameras gets unusual views.

He's the author of nine boo~s on chemistry

· · t Dr. Harry N. Holmes of Oberlin College is working
V 1'taffilll--lS
with a corps of assistants on the isolation of vitamin. A
and carotene, a pigment found in carrots. Already they have a concentratiOn
of the vitamin approximately 50 per cent stronger than any achieved before.

Executive
Mary Frances Kavanagh is president
of the senior class at
the College of M ount
St . Joseph , on - the

Ohio.

He advertised for a date..,. ..and got

20

W allfl OWer When
George Brown, UniVersity of
Iowa freshman, wanted a date for the
Pica Ball he placed a want ad in the Daily Iowa.n---and received calls from 20 lonely co-eds. He's shown here trying to
dec_ide which one to take.

B

Three student body presidents
Working their way through in the

OSSffiell University of Florida cafeteria are two

former presidents and the present president of that institution's student body. (L tor) Hubert Schucht, present
president, Bill Sherrill and Jack Butler.

Oldest teachers, college building west of Alleghenies

Darkness and Light

An ~n~sual photograph 0~ th~ histo~ic Main Building on the cam~us
of Illmms State Normal Umvers1ty. Th1s photo was taken on Homecommg
Eve, when the famed structure was lighted as a welcoming gesture to returning graduates.
•

~Y.payand
new plan of education
rated this fall by the Univef&ity
Toledo
Toledo manufacturing company. Believed tO
the first educational program of this kind established
by an accredited university. the new plan makes
available to senior engineers the opportunity to
apply their hands and brains to actual problems in
research, design and manufucture, and to receive
pay and academic credit for their efforts. It was
devised by Dean Delos M. Palmer.

Tests are an important part of their wor~
Wilfred Carroll, Claud Watts and Myron
Schall are shown testing automotive engines in
the electrical dynamometer laboratory.

'~All

'I1tey test efficiency

· l s are men . . • ''
our gtr

Two leading players in the University of Pennsylvania Mask and Wig
Club's presentation of 'This Mad Whirl donned their costumes and wigs to
things over for the news cameraman.
Wide World

Bruce Kinney and Wilfred Carroll
test an automobile generator in the
electrical engineerihg laboratory.

'I1tey do experiments, too
Claud Watts and Kenneth Carnes are shown
doing. quantitative analysis experiments as ·part .
of their commercial-academic work.
ll4AT SHOULONT
BE -NO i'ROJBLE
Uk:E "-'AT WIT~

PRINCE ALBERT

HERFS WHY THERE~ NO OTHER TOBACCO UKE PRINCE ALBERT! P.A.IS CHOICE
MELLOW TOBACCO- •CRIMP cur• FOR COOLNESS-WITH THE"Bil'E''REMOVED BY
eoor•• l93&,R.J.ReynoldaTob.eo..

SPECIAL PROCESS. ITS THE LARGEST-SELLING TOBACCO
IN THE WORLD. AND SWELL FOR ''MAKIN'S" CIGARETTES.

PRINCE ALBERT MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE:
Smoke 20 fracrant pipefuls of Prince Alben. If J'OU don•t find it the mellowest. tastiest pipe tobacco J'OU ever smolcecl, return the pocket tin with the
rest of the tobac::co in it to us at &nJ' time within a month from this date, aud
we will refancl fuU purc:haae price, plus poatase.

Chec~er.-playing is now an intramural sport

Olltenders Uruvers1ty
Th~ tw? representati:V~ of Sigma Chi in the
of Georgia s checker tournament
for a strenuous practice session before the house fireplace.

50

pipefuls of fr!l•
•rant tobacco an
eTei"J' 2-oaace tiD
of Prince Albert

PtutnaESAiiERf~::~

Mural College
Sw arthm~re
grrls
study the new industrial
civilization mura1s recently
completed in Hicks Hall by
James D. Egleson, a stu,
dent of Orozco.

'They've. hit a tough problem

Candid Shot These two Northeastern University fresh,

men were unaware of our photographer
because they were engrossed in a difficult engineering question, so
he recorded this unusual bit of campus life.

She· s studying to be a doctor

Ruler Ja~quelyn Peterson,

University of Wisconsin Kappa Alpha Theta, was
chtef welcomer at the Badger institution's homecoming celebration.

He's using this device in ma~ing observations in a submarine

Sea Study Dr.

Maurice .Ewing, a~sistant professor of, physics ~t Lehigh University,
strates the setsmographtc apparatus that, he s now usmg on the Navy Gravity
pedition in the West Indies in studying undersea formations.

New Flower
A bouquet of chrysan.themum.-flowered marigolds
newly.-produced in Buck,
nell University's botanical
laboratories, is in the arms
of Gay Russell as their
creator, Dr. W. H. Eyster,
describes the way in which
the new blooms developed.

Dairy Queen
Lillian Heard, Texas
Technological College jun.ior, was selected by Texas, •
Gov. James V. Allred to
reign as queen of the Na.tional Dairy Show.

FIFTH ANNUAL LITERARY SUPPLEMENT
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Impressions of an
Impressionist
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Accustomed to
Death

Second Prize in Prose
Division

Winner of Honorable Mention
in iProse Division

BY ROBERT HALILOWELL

BY RUPERT STROUD

I

Sunflowers.
wALKED DOWN the middle of that spacious high-c-eilinged room with its marble
floors, and dark, gaunt, stricken faces stare::! at me from their gilt frames on each side.
They were horrible faces with their sunken
cheeks, their labyrinths of wrinkles, -and their
bulging feverish eyes, which reflected in them
years of poverty and patient suffering. There
were wizened black figures in sooty rooms, eating a meagre fare of potatoes. There were bent
distorted shapes with smudgy faces, digging in
dark coal mines. There was no laughter, no
color, only sil-ence, dumb and beast-like, and
the touch of d·eath. Here was the mad morose
Van Gogh at his greatest-Van Gogh the l{een
piercing recorder of human misery, the great
impressionist.
Suddenly -I turned my eyes toward the far thest end of that gr·eat mar.bl-e room, and a
mass of gold in a gilt frame shimmered on
the wall. Here were sunflowers such as I had
never seen before. I suddenly saw a sunny
millet field in Franoe with these sunflowers
blowing. in the wind, bees droning monotonously
around them, and a peasant working in a dlstant field. And then I saw Van Gogh's face
light up as he caught sight of them and was
overcome by an urge to make them live on
canvas. Here they were before me-sunflowers
dancing in the wind . . .
.As I was leaving, I turned around for my
last glimpse, and there I saw on the wall a
golden gleaming m ass which was not sunflowers
blowing in the wind, but the true soul of Van
Gogh.

NYONE WHO KNEW Henry Johnson will
tell you that h e was not really dishonest. What he did was mor-e a result of
the peculiar circumstances in which he found
himself than of any fault in him. H'enry's trouble started when t he doctor told him t hat he
had but one more year in which to enjoy sunss~ts, quarrel ·with his wife and drink his daily
glass of beer.

A
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II

Clair de Lune

LICK CLICK . . . . click click . . .. one
two ... . one two .... il pleure dans mon
coeur . . . . il pleure dans mon coeur . . . .
pourquoi? . . . . pourquoi? . . . . je ne sais pas
.... je ne sais pas . . . . Such is the tune the
wheels of the fast-moving ·train are playing on
my half-conscious mind. I stir restlessly, m?ve
my pillow, seeking to shut out the maddenmg
inevitableness of that metallic "click cHck" and
the suhsequent flow of meaningless phrases and
words which my mind releases to break the
deadening m onotony. I bury my head deep in
my pillow. Oh blessed oblivion! But no use.
Click click . . . . click click . . . . louder and
louder, faster and faster. Exhausted, I lean
over and lift the window-curtain. Instantly my
berth is suffused with a pale greenish, lurid
light, horri.b le and fantastic. The world outside my window looks ghastly, pale, wan! I feel
as if I am being carried rapidly through the
land of the dead- wafted gently, yet there is a
hollow sickening feeling in tbe pit of my stomach. Everything is green, a pallid virescent
color - trees, grass, houses, roads, telephone
poles, everything. I raise my hand, look at it;
it is green- unreal. Huge gnarled .t rees stretch
out their many tentacles as the ·wind. blows
fitfully through them. The telephone poles
stand gaunt and stolid, the .sentinels of this
chimerical cosmos. A small pond emanates an
evil virent light. like a mirror reflecting the
rays which fall upon it. Clouds of smoke from
the engine shape themselves into tenuous
wraiths which beckon and mock before they
vanish into thin air. These are the inhabitants
of this abo:ie of the dead, ·t his world of evil . .. .
But suddenly I glance upward., as if some
hidden force were attracting my eyes toward the
moen . Great God! Maintenant je sais pourquci il pleure dans mon coeur. The moon is
rimmed with blood! Letting the curtain fall, I
shudder in the darkness, as I lie back upon my
pillow.

C

L. C. Lord Biography
Miss Isabel McKinney, head of the English
department, hopes to have her biography of
the late Livingston C. Lord, president of E. I.
for more than thirty years, ready for distribution by Alumni Day next ~ring.
Fmgments of chapel talks, letters, and a
descriptlon of Mr. Lord's boyhood ar e included
in the biography.
The book will not cost more than three dollars. Those wanting to order oopies in ad vance
may do so by writing to Miss Ruby Harris.

"I'm going to tell you the truth, Johnson,"
said Doctor Frank. "T hat sliver of glass you·ve
beem carrYJing around since your aut omobile
accident has been let go too long. If you hacl
come in as soon as y.ou had r eoov·ered ifrom your
other wounds, we could have remov·ed it. Now
the X-ray shows that it is too near your heaTt
for an operation to be successful. I t has been
working its way toward your heart all this time,
and, in another year, it v.ill reach its destination. Ylou know whaJt t h at means."
Henry did. but he mer.ely opened his mouth
He wandered
nwmbly out of the office.

a little and closed. 1t again.

"Marge," said Henry to his w.i.fe when he
got home, "you'd better be setting your cap for
some oth er- man."

'

Fantasg

First Place Winner in Art Division
-Bg A UDRA WEBSTER

Lost Horizon
First Place Winn er in Prose Division, a Book Review
BY KATHERINE SHORES
LOST HORIZON. By James Hilton .. . 2'77 pp.
... New York: W . Marrow and Co.
. . . 1933-34.
IKE ALEXANDER WOOLCOTT, I have
gone quietly mad on the subject of Lost
Ho.rizon. Imagine yourself being canied,
in a plane, over the Himalayas from India to
a lonesome valley in a high Tibetan plateau,
to a perfectly amazing monastery, or rathe:
lamasery which, although it is hundreds of miles
from civilization, yet has modern bath-tubs
from Akron, Ohio, and all last year's books,
maga.zines, and newspapers . Imagine, even
more amazing, finding there as the head Lama,
a man who .is almost two hundred years old,
yet is still in full possession ot all his mental
faculties. Think how you would feel if you
found that the seemingly accidental fact that
the ship flew to this place was due to plans
started ten years before. Even more startling,

L

you were to remain at this place for the rest
of your lif-e, which promises to be long due to
a certain miraculous way of prolonging life
some two or three centuries .
The story is utterly fantastic and altogether
impossible, but James Hilton has not made the
mistake of compromising just halfway .b etween
the possibl·e and impossible. He has rather taken the impossible so for granted, and portrayed
it so realistically that you sometimes wonder,
secretly, if there might not be such a place in
Tibet, far from .t he knowledge of the Caucas ..
ian raoc. While reading it, you find, at times
that you sometimes wish that you were there;
especially when the urgent demands of today
are pressing· so hard..
·
It is interesting to notice how past, present,
and futur·e are interwoven in the plot. No one
would deny that the plot was not of today, because the time is placed within t h e past five
- - - - - - - - - - · - - - - - - - -- --

(Continued on page threeJ

5he Doubter
Winner of First Award in Poetry Division
BY EDWARD FERGUSON
When in my youth they called His ways all-wise,
I looked around -and thought it must be so.
I saw this earth the preacher said did rise
Forth from His power- saw how the clouds did blow
In summer Wiind, and watched the high-arched sky,
In which the stars at night in splendor set,
And thought, "That's so,- the preacher did not lie:
All nature says an all-wise God rules yet."
And then you died- you who at seven years
Wrote on the Trojan wars with matchless grace;
And so I wept, not only with grief's tears,I thought that fame had lost another face.
If His ways are all-wise, I could not find
Why He .took you and left this fool behind.

Two or three days later, Henry was walking
to work when the big idea struck him. "By
Jingoes !" said H enry. He went ahe8id to WIOrk,
but h e told the ·boss that h e wasn't feeling very
well.
"You look to me like a man who'd live a
thousand years," the boss said, but he laughed
and said Henry could hav·e the day off. Henry
didn't go home; he went to an insurance agent's
office.
"What I want to do," said Henry, "is to take
out some life insurance." The agent was cordial
with the cordiality of a long life of succeSSiful
inswance agents.
"Yes sir," he beamed, and narrowly missed
rwbbing his moist p alms together. "How much
do you want and what kind?"
"Twenty thousand," said Henry. "Ordinary
life."
"We'll have our doctor examine you."
The insurance doctor was curious about t he
scar under Henry's ldt arm.
·~How did you get this?" he asked.
"In an auto wreck," Henry told him. He
was careful not to let his agitation show, but hls
heart beat like a riveting machine, and he imagined he could feel it scratching against the
sliver of glass. The doctor did not seem to be
concerned, though, and went rapidly on with
the examination.
His new policy in his pocket, Henry took a
street car to Herman's. Herman and Henry
had fought together in gr:ade school, but politics and sundry other devious means of monetary gain had beckoned to Herman, and he was
now a wealthy, if somewhat soiled, king, of
the fifth ward.
"Herman," said Henry, "I've figured out a
way that you can make a lot of money." He
went on to explain th·e whole ,thing to Herman.
If Herman would lend him five thousand dollars
for one year, he would make out a note for ten
thousand in Herman's favor. After his death,
the note !Would be collected out of the insuranc·e money. Henry's wife wtould have ten
thousand dollars to live on until something
turned up, or, if she were caxeful, until she died.
Herman would gain five thousand dollars on
the deal, and Henry would have five thousand
to spend during this, his last year of life. Herman said that tlhe insurance company would
never pay the claim, since Hem·y knew the
glass was going to kill him when he took out
the policy.
"That's a chance you'd have to take," Henry admitted, "but Doctor Frank is the only person outside the famHy who knows aJbout it.
Even the doctor who sewed m e up after my accident and told me tha.t I'd better have an
X-ray taken does not know that I've ever had
it done. When I die, Marge will call in some
other doctor !besides Doctor Frank, and, unless
Doctor Frank would happen to see it in the papers and take it into his head to stir up a big
fuss, everything will be all right. Besides, he
doesn't know I've taken out any insurance."

(Continued on page three)
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Success and Sadness
There were thirty-seven entries in the
literary and art contest, and, as Dr. Burris says, the quality was fi-rst-rate. Only
one incident marred the otherwise satisbctory competition.
One contestant attempted to wm
with work that was not his own. He
had already been a\varded a first pri;~e
when, by purest accident, it was discovered that his story was copied in part
from a University of Illinois publication,
"The Green Cauldron," which contains a
number of the best freshman themes
each year.
Needless to say, the work was
promptly relegated to the waste basket.
If any unfair practice is, plagiarism is
anathema to editors.
We are sorry that the money offered
as prizes proved to be an incentive not
only to honest effort but to this species
of burglary. We would rather print
honest trash than reprint the finest work
of literary art..

'Moneg Makes Mare Go'
The success of the fifth annual literary and
art contest sponsored 1by the News is attributed
by the editors in part to the liberal prize3 offered. Thirty dollars have been given in awards,
including a copy of Hugh Walpole's Cathedral,
autographed by the author when he made his
lecture here November 9. This money was ~riven
in spite of the News' curtailed budget. As a 1:esult of this liber~lity on the part of the business
management, thirty-two manuscripts and five
sketches were entered. Three of the sketches,
though very well done, had to b~ th:I"own out
by the art judge, Mr. Frank M. Gracey, because
they were not drawn for reproduction. Mr. Burris' encomium attests to the worth of the written manuscripts. His judgment can hardly be
doubted. He has been reading manuscripts for
the Bobbs-Merrill Publishing company ·off and
on during summers of the past several years,
rejecting, he says, nine out of every ten that
come to him. Miss Isabel McKinney, head of
the English department, is an English authonty
of some note. She is well-known in her field,
which is the teaching of poetry.
Too much emphasis can be put on the mer ..
cenary angle of the success of the supplement,
however, we believe. It must be r emembel'ed
that last year Robert Hallowell and Rupert
Stroud were not enrolled in the college. Their
contributions bolstered Uff) the entries considerably. Several freshman contributions w~re
good enough to be printed as well. Only one
of the prize winners has ever had any appreciable amount of her work printed before
In bidding adieu to the fifth supplement, we
wish to encourage the amateur literateurs
whose entries did not win prizes to try again
next year. Undeniable talent has been shown
in many of the entries. A few suggestions
would not be amiss, however.
YO\mg writers should have confidence in the
integrity of their own emotions; the feeling5
of older writers need not be aped. The better
amateurs will draw their imagery and their
ideas from their own experience and associations. They will have at least the germ of an
idea to develop before putting pen to paper.
They will look at a thing until they think they
see in it something no one else has seen, then
it will be their own and worth pr'i nting. They
will write in a natural, individual manner. They
wlll avoid trite words, phrases and ideas as tha
plague (a trite phrase itself). In short, they
will not be amateur writers!
You have noticed by now that the winning
MS in the prose section of this contest is a
book review. True, the News account of the
contest did not say ln so many words that book
review MSS were acceptable in the prose division, although they are undoubtedly as important as any form of essay publi.shed today.
Indeed, it is the most prevalent form.
The winning essay on page one shoulll be
given speciaJ attention; it is exceptionally good.
And it unfolds a splendid novel. Read both.

Recommended Short Story in
Prose Division

Recommended Short Story in ·
Prose Division

of the

!Published by the students of Easter~
Illinois State Teachers College
at Cha.rleston
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TEACHERS COLLEGE NEWS

BY EDWARD FERGUSON

BY JANE LANDENBERGER

T WAS an evil night. I shall not attempt
to tell you how bad it really was, for you
would not believe me.
Forth from the crashing crescendo of thunder, there sprang a scream. It was such a
scr·eam as one makes but onc·e in a lifetime.
I t was a scream to make and to die making. I
heard the scream but said nothing. It was not
my scream.
Just then my friend, roly-poly Jack Sailley,
tumble:i into the room. "Did you hear it?" he
said. "Did you hear it?" The question was a
foolish one. Jack was like an unhealthy ma.ss of
pale gelatin. His eyes were two balls bulging
apart from his head.
"Pull yourself together, man," I said. "It
was only a scream."
"This is an awful house," said Jack. "This is
a terrible house. I'm afraid! I'm afraid! Do
you hear me? There's murder afoot here tonight. Oh, I wish I was home."
I corrected his grammar and remind·ed him
that Miss Snorf, our English teacher, had asked us to repQI't all infringements of grammatical construction. This sobered him somewhat.
"Come," I said, "let us have a game at the
rackets."
The badminton set was downstairs. W·e left
the dark hole, which was my study, and started
down the old-fashioned, twisting stairway.
Hardly had we reached :the top when the door
which I had just closed opened behind us anct
came to again with a frightful bang.
Jack leaped into the air for a surprising
height, considering how fat he had grown, and,
missing the step when he came down, went
rolling, f!irst this way, then that, but ever
downward, until the clatter ceased, and I suppos2d that my friend had r·eached the floor beneath. In the darkness, I had heard his flight
but had seen nothing save his dim shape outlined for a moment a.s he leaped. "Lights," I
oci-ed. "Lights here. There's a m an down."
There was no answer. The rain had suddenly ceased and, with it, the sound of the
thunder. I knew .the stairway well. Down it I
went, and groping around at the bottom, came
upon the lax body. The arms were spread wide
as though r.eady for flight. Poor J ack! Flight
is associated with lif·e. I knew he was dead
even before I felt of his head and his back.
I plucked the dagg-er from his back. Then I
f.elt of h'i s head. The bone-box was crushed
in. I stood up ready for flight. I had not killed
J ack, for I did not have a dagger. Y.et, unless
the fatal blade had plunged after Jack h ad fallen, I had stood beside him at the very second
of the killing.

HEN I WAS very young, in fact, at the
t ·3nder age of four, my mother h appened to bake a peach shortcake. In
my opinion, even then, shortcake was a rood
for th~ gods; and this shortcake was even more
delicious than the usual one. My mother,
p~eased by the success of her culinary efforts,
and wishing to display her prowess to my
grandmother, planned to send a piece to her.
Anxious to help 'in this important errand, I
begged to be allowed to deliver this luscious bit
of shortcake. My mother being willing enough,
placed the pastry on a plate, covered it daintily,
:md watched me set forth.
I carried the gift as cautiously and guarded
it as carefully as if it had been a pr'iceless thing
of immense value. For the first block, all went
well. During this, my thoughts of t he shortcake so near me made my mouth water. But
~he cake unfortunately was intended for a
mouth other than mine.
'What difference could one very small bite
make?" said Temptation to me coaxingiy.
"Would your own grandmother begrudge yon
one small bite?" went on that insinuat'i ng voice.
Succumbing without too much of an effort,
I took one small bite, which was followed by a
larger. However, my own appetite urged me on.
"How," questioned that cursed inner voice,
"would your grandmother know your mothe':
baked a cake?
"Smely it's best to eat, rather than perish
from hunger," it insisted.
In this fashion, the cake soon disappeared.
By th~ third block, even the crumbs wer e gvne.
Being a logical child, though, I could see no
object in not visiting my grandmother, now
t h at I had almost arrived at her ~oorstep. So,
entering and greeting her without a single pang
0·f conscience, I chatted gaily for a few minut es. Meanwhile I had hidden the worrysome
plate under a cushion on the sofa.
All would have been well if my mother had
not come to take me home. At the very moment, when mother inquired as to how th e c9.ke
ha d been liked, my grandmother sat down upon
the sofa concealing that tell-tale plate. The
cracking noise which resulted was the sound of
approaching doom to my ears. In no time the
whole sad story was out. At any rate, my unhappy experience taught me early that crime
does not pay.
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Ice Is Cheap in Winter
Art . Division Second Place Winner,
by Audra. Webster

The Mechanical Sphere
Recommended Prose Entry
BY RUPERT STROUD

M

S

UDDEN PANIC shook me. How could I
explain what I was doing at this time if
I were caught by the body? I determined
to flee. I leaped through the broad wind~w
anq. was over the fields and away.
At daybreak, they brought me back. I h ad
not slept all night and knew that I must have
dark circles under by eyes. They did not ev·en
allow me to clean my teeth before they brought.
me into the president's office. President With·e rs was a man in his early fifties. He was kindly and sympathGtic but firm. For tluee weary
hours, I protested my innocence. The president told me that if I had not fled I might
e!I.Sily have escaped detection of my crime. I
protested that it was not I who did the de·ed.
The good man was skeptical. He pointed out
how foolish I hll!d be<m. He said that he had
considered m3 intelligent to make myself conspicuous by my absenoz. He seemed disappointed in me because I had not done a neater job
of it.
I write this from before my fireside at home.
I am a wronged man, unable to convince the
president of my innocence, I waited his sentence. Even though I had been guilty he pen-

The Earth Remembers
Winner of Honora;ble Mention
in Poetry Division
BY BEATRICE WIDGER
(Lake Ahmoweenah)

The earth remembers yet the lonely l1ake
Which lay above the fertile pmirie land
Upon the very spot these buildings stand,
Where poets came, an inner thirst to slake
And from the tr.anquil p1ace a m em'!'y
takeOf trees that b:mt to whisper friendly
words
To darting fish and rose to greet the
birds
And with their feeble phras-es poems make.
The earth remembers as few creatur·es do
And quivers frequently with sudden pain,
And wakes from restless sleep to yearn
again
For tugging water that the moon slid
through,
For water holding down the sky and
trees
In..stead of ruthless stone that spurns all
these.

Y HOBBY is a workshop. I have never
made anything useful in my shop, nor
is it likely that I ever shall. Any excuse
that I might make for spending as much time
::ts I do, making queer little machines and
gadgets, \\'OUld be but a reflection of this: that
while my bands work, my mind is free to wander in the field of philosophy and kinctred
topics. Sometimes the very things I bmld hel]J
to clarify my thinking. There is, for 'instance,
the case of the mechanical sphere. I had cunstructed a peculiar sphere of wood some t hree
feet in diameter. Little movable buttons were
sprinkled all over the surface of the ball. These
buttons were so connected with each other t hat
to pull out on one was to rest1lt in all the other
buttons' being pulled in an equal amount. I had
no mot.ive in constructing such a machine other
than that it required a great deal of ingenuity
and hence offered an interesting problem to be
worked out. Once built, however, it was no
longer of value ond lay neglected in a corner
with hundreds of other contrivances 'in whlch
I had once been interested.
I should have forgotten all about it, 110
doubt, had not a cur'ious fact brought it again
to my attention. I was spraying for red ants
one day and happened to wall{ over to the corner where the mechanical sphere lay. Swarming all over its surface were literally millions of
red ants. I lifted the spray gun to annihilate
them when a strange circumstancE: caught my
eye. Those ants, by some means or another,
were actually moving the little buttons. Here,
a button was being pulled out, and, elsewhere,
buttons were being correspondingly depressed.
I observed that the ants were work'ing in groups.
When one group would succeed in raising a
button or two, many of the ants would depart,
leaving a few to hold the buttons, and go over
to another group to wage war. They fought
savagely and I could imagine that the dead,
left on the field of battle, were blots -of blood.
The victorious ants would hold up the additional buttons gained for a while, but usually
some other group of ants would come along
and, killing off the new-comers, would take
over the task of holding u,p the but tons. It
seemed a foolish proceeding to me, uut I was
aware that ants are not reasonable be'ings, so·
I was content just to watch.
After a time, it came to me that I was
merely watching the mass w0rk of the ants.
Could there be individual \VOrk among them?
I went over to the bench - and got a readm{:;
glass that I sometimes used in my more delicate work. With its aid, I was able Lo wat::h
the actions of single ants. I wa& looking at one
group which had suffered rather severely from
the effects of a recent war, when I noticed one
ant. much larger than the rest, take commanrl
of his fellows. This group had been defeated
at the hands of the combined forces of several
of the other groups and was in dire straits.
Every button in its vicinity had been pushed
down and tied with some strange kind of material. The defeated ants made no attempt to
go near the buttons that had been tied down.
rt .seemed to me, although the reading glass
scarcely magnified enough, that the m at erial
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alized me faJr too heavily. The d·ean of men,
a very good friend of mine, said that a r eprimand would be punishment -enough fol' the
crime. H e pointed out that Jack had flunked
Latin the term before whil·e I h ad made an
A in grammar in my freshman year. The argument was a sound one. However, the president said that there wer·e far too many killings in Wanny College. Therefore, the worst
happened, expulsion was the s-entence for killmg
Jack Ba;illey!
Now I am on my father's farm. Gone for
me are days when I bent my mind to lofty subjects, for at last I am content to look upon nature in her manifold aspects, and to glory in
the conditions of the soil. Sometimes however
I st!ll wish that I might contemplate 'sophocle~
agam or analyze the sonnets of Shakespeare.
Perhaps it was not to be. Perhaps this is best.

used to tie down the buttons was not unlike
paper. The larger ant that I had previously
noticed took command of the rest of them. He
started in with his work by causing several of
the ants who were apparently not willing tc.
help him to be killed. This attended to he
swiftly went to each button and with a st~oke
of his head, severed the material holding it
down. Under his directions, the buttons began
f!lowly to rise again. I turned my attention to
the ants who had tied down the buttons. Although their previous sacrifice of life and time
was now being rendered useless, they seemed to
he unwilling to interfere. It seemed likely that
they were h esitating because the defeated ants
were 80 "scientific" in their button-ra'ising. I
dared not believe that it had occurred to them
that possibly it was not so tremendously important t hat the buttons be raised, as they had
once believed.
Tiring, a,fter a while, of watching them r
again took up my spray gun. By this time, the
ants under the leadersh'ip of the greater ant
had succeeded in r·a ising all the buttons fo;
se.ver al i~c~es on all sides. I applied th e spray
w1th a w1llmg stroke and in an instant all the
an ts wer e dead. The buttons, being internally
balan ced, resumed their original positions, and
all was as the ball was when first bullt.

Eges
Recore-mended Entry in
Poetry Divjsion
BY ERNEST THOMPSON
Dim, sweet eyes
Seeing nought hut quaking breast
Understanding not the rest
New-born eyes
GleDming eyes
Dancing with the hobby horse
Knowing not of grim r emorse
Childish eyes
Fearless eyes
Fla~hing with the fire of Iife
Blind to thoughts of dzath and strife
Youthful eyes
Busy eyes
Glancing everywhere around
Seeking all that can be found
Manful eyes
Faltering eyes
Dwelling in the darkened past
Seeking t.ha t which fadeth fast
Aged eyes
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Christmas Eve
Recommended Short · Story Entry
in Prose Division

Freshman in a Librarg
Stackroom

ANONYMOUS

Recommended Poetry Entry

LL 'DHE CHILL WINDS of December
&eemed to swoop down around the darkening corner of the busy street. The little, old, blind man shivered silently, pulled the
shabby coat collar more clotSely about his bony
mck, and tucked the threadbare blanket tighter around his thin l·egs. His lean, bare hands,
holding the empty tin cup, trembled with the
cold. Many, many footsteps sounded on the
hard, brick pav·ements. Men hurrying homeward from busy offices, women hurriedly checking irems of last-minute shopping lists, children, rosy-che.:~ked and laughing, out to see the
sights on Christmas Eve. The blindman could
see them all in that keen, inner eye which is
the dearest poss·.::ssion of the sightless. He
could se-e, too, color.ed lights reflected on soft,
wet snow, shop windows trimmed in their holiday attires of holly wreaths and miniature
Santa Clauses, and weary clerks smiling cheerfully at still mor·e weary customers who haggled over every p.enny.
"I'w~ se·en it all s·o many times," thought the
blindman, "and now I must look at it througn
closed eyes. But I still have my memories. No
one can take them away from me." The old
man sighed softly. With the rapidity of the
old, his mind was racing back to the first
Christmas he could remember. In his memory
the pure white candles still shone silently among
the green branches of the little tree that had
held the place of honor on the table in hi.s
father's house. With the careless abandon of
a six-year-old, he had play.ed happily with the
handsome blocks and the brightly colored
squares of wood that could be fitted into such
amazing patterns. There had been no mother
to play with him, only his father who was always laughing, and the housekeeper who could
chase numberless imaginary Indians and scalp
as many imaginary white settlers without ever
getting tired: After playing hard all afternoon,
he had walked sedately to evening services between his two playfellows. Ther·e had been
more candl·es, and soft voices, and the friendly ,
old minister repeating the story of that long
ago night when Three Wise Men had jourm~yed
over desert sands to pay homage to a King.
Moving swiftly over the intervening years,
the blindman saw a young man fresh from col··
lege coming home to keep Christmas alone with
a pitifully feeble, old father whose laughing eyes
could no longer r·ecognize his son. That Chrisl -·
mas there had been no church service, no soft
voices, but there had been the hour before supper when the ycung man had .tak·en the worn
Bible from its place and with a brave, young
voice ha.d read aloud:
"And there were in that same country shepherds abiding in the fi.eld.s, ke•eping watch over
their flocks by night. And lo, the angel of the
Lord came upon them, and the glory of the
ord shone round about them, and they were
sore afraid-." Something of the peace and
quiet of that last Christmas with his old fathel'
remained in the heart of the old man whose
own future Christmases were few in number.

BY RUPERT STROUD

A

LIDING SADLY OVER the first Christmas
he had faced . alone. his thoughts came to
rest on that flrst gay Christmas he and his
lovely young wife had celebrat.ed in their tiny
h ome. Life had semed so simple, and they had
been so sure of each other and of the year3
which were to come. Then followed jwnb!ed
memorie.s of endless Christmas Eves spent behind shop counters mechanically wrapping
packages whHe his mind was on his wife and
children waiting for him to come bringing the
small supper and perhaps a bottLe of medicine for Amy's cough that seemed to be getting
steadily worse. Those had be-en the hardest
years of his life. He had lost his faith in the
story that had been so dear to him in his early
days.
But Fate had not been against him for long.
:here had followed years of prosperity. Years
when his three sons had been growing into
manhood, and when Amy was losing her
strength. T'ney had lived modestly but welL
e future had lost its terror, and onoe more
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Magnet Force

to Pull
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Tall black blocks of aged cheese
Of which I , a mouse, nibble
And find indigestible . . . . .
Menacing rectangular solids
On the verge of squashing me
With their bulky, insuffer-able weight
Dust-teeming shafts of sunlight
Break tl'1eir way through the cold d?xkness.
And I, an object of experimentation,
Race frantically i~ search of the cutlet
Of the maze of the iron-walled stackroom.

What Theg 're Reading
An ::tccurate, up-to-date list of what Amencan book fans are buying, · as gleaned from the
Decemb£>r issue of The Nation, shows the following works as among the year's best sellers.
Poetry leaders for the year ending in December are: "Theory of Flight," by Muriel
Rukeysen; "A Further Range", by Robert Frost;
''The Penple, Yes", by Carl Sandburg.
In the field of the drama and belles-lettres
are Jacob Zeitlin's "Essays of Michel d8 Montaigne"; "The American Language", by H. L.
Menoken; "Aesthetic Analysis", by D. W. PralL
Prominent works of fiction are "The Last
Puritan", by George Santayana; "The Thinktng
Reed", by Rebecca West; "Days of Wrath", by
Andre Malraux; "The Earth Trembles", by
Jules Romains; "A World I Never Made", by
James T. Farrell; "Absalom, Absalom", by William Faulkner; "The Brothers Ashkenazi", by
I. J. Singer; "Gone With the Wind '', by Margaret Mitchell.
"John Reed", by Granville Hicks; "Gl·een
Laurels", by Donald Culross; "An American
Testament", by Joseph Freeman, are recommended for re·a ding of biography and memoirs.
Interest in foreign affairs brings to thG
reader "Inside EurOiPe", by John Gunther; and
"Soviet Communism; a New C'ivilization·•, JJy
Sidney and Beatrice Webb.
Books of government and politics are:
"American Neutrality, 1914-1917", by Charles
Seymour; "Rules of America", Anna Rocheste,·;
''Rise of Liberalism", by Harold J. Laski.
In economics and sociology are recommended: "Money", by Walter Kemmerer; "Why Keep
Them Al'ive", by Paul de Kruif; "Rich Land,
Poor Land", by Stuart Chase.

What Price Prizes
L9.st year the prizes were honorary, no cash
prizes being offered-last year the editorf5 wrote
most of the entries for the Supplement. This
year cash prizes w_ere given-thls yeac the edltors just read the many entries.
The average manuscript required several
days in preparation. Is seeing one's name in
print a just reward for such ~ffor tf5? Picture
tile student trying to pay bills with his name
printed in the News. It works much bett er on
a check. Honorary awards are excellent but
cash awards are much better-especially just
before Christmas.
there had been people t o believe in and ideals
to hold carefully lest they be sha.tter·ed for a,
second time. Again Christmas had become a
day of laughter when h appy h earts weT•e united
in worship. When su:ldenly Amy had passed
away and was buri·ed in the little graveyard
alongside of his father. Peter had had his sons
to live for and look after. He had gone on,
hiding a heavy heart, and learning to live f.r om
day to day and not to · dwell on the Past nor
.fear the Future. Gl·adually, his sons had left
him for mor·e promising fields. Not one of
them guessed that their father was begging on
the streets. They did n ot even know that he
had lost the use of both his eyes, or that the
. old firm h a d .gone under several months he .
fore. Had they known, they would probably
have been h3re in the city spending Christmas
and making arrangements for Peter to liv.e with
them. But that wasn't what Peter had wanted. He had chosen to slip quietly into obscurity.
He didn't mind sitting on this corner day after
day, depending fo·r his sustenance on the few
pennies dropped into his cup, and going home
at night to a tiny room that had seen many
similar tragedies. He had lived his life, and the
world h at:i been kind to him. With the chimes
of the tall church ringing in his ears, he could
believe more firmly in the Christmas story. He
cculd believ·e in so many things that the people
hurrying past him could not. He smiled happily to himself.
Last-minute shoppers going busily along the
crc·.vded street, their minds full of Christmas
stcckings that must be filled and Christmas
dinners that must be bought, paused in theic
r•eflections to wonder what an old blindman
with shiv·ering hands could find to be smiling
about on Christmas Eve.

Accustomed to Death
(Continued from ·page one)
Herman was visibly taken with the idea.
"I'd have to see the X-ray pictun;s and talk
to your doctor," he ·said.
NE OF THE FIRST things Henry did
atlter quitting his job was to buy a car.
He and Marge lived like a pair of
Croesu.ses. They learned to laugh about Henry'3
coming demise.
"When you'r·e out of the way," Marge would
~ay, "I'm going to move ever on the West Sid·e
and win me a rich bachelor." Henry would grin.
Sometimes he would ventur.e to remark that,
since he had no·t long to l'ive, shou:d not she
let him have his way? For this reason, p.3rhaps. they lived on a basis of love and mutual
respect, the like of which they'd never known
before. They were very gay. Only once in
maybe a. week or so would H enry start suddenly and fe el the cold sweat on his forehead. Later, even those odd moments of terror and wonder disappeared, and he found himself looking
upon the few r·emaining 'Weeks left to him 1as a
period into which he must pack as ·m uch living
as possible and which was ·t o culminate in an
experience that, terrible though it was, would
somehow leave him a superior being. That he,
Henry Johnson, would be reduced to nothingn ess did not occur to him. Without actually
putJting it in comprehens1ble terms, he felt that
part of himself would be able to hover around
after his death and enjoy, a bit sadly, of course,
the s-:msation th~t he had created in dying.
M:uge and he hath acquired tastes compatible with their new financial status with an
ease that seemed r emarkable. The days went
swiftly by and th:~ five thousand dwindl·ed as
swiftly. Finally there came the day when bo,t h
t.he mcney and the remaining days were gone.
Herma.n called Henry on the tel·ephone.
"Your tim·e's up,'' said Herman.
Henry was no1t unaware of this fact.
"Yeah, I know," said Henry.
"Wsll, go see the doc and find out how
much longer I have to w.ait," Herman said.

0

ENRY WALKED into Doctor Frank's o~
fi-ce. He glanced about him and remembered that .he had not heen here
since he and H erman had guardedly permitted
Doctor F1·ank to corroborate Henry's story. He
told the doctor that he wanted another X-ray
tal{ en.
"Ther-:0) must have been some mistake," he
said.
Doc:tor Frank was not long in reporting.
"It's good news, Johnson," he said. "That
piece of gl::t.S.s has starteJ working its way back
away from your heart now. At this rate, we'll
bJ able to operate without danger to you in
another month or so."
"S:w, that's great! ' Henry said. He thoughtfuEy drov·e heme.
"Marge," said he, "I'm not going to die for
a while yet. I guess I'll have to find myself a
job."
"Oh, Henry! I'm awfully glad. Aren't you?"
It suddenly occurred to Henry tha.t Marge was
to have r·eceivoed ten thousand dollars at his
death. H'8 was ashamed of himself for the
thought.
"Yeah, you bet," said Henry. "The piece of
glass is working back away from my heart now."
After a litt1e while, he le.lt the house and went
for a walk. He thoUJght of the past few months
and of how he and Marg·e had foolishly thrown
away all th a t money. Here he was, without a
jC1;y, ten th ousand dollars due to Herman, and
not a cent he could call his own. He was used
to a new kind of living. There wasn't much
to locl{ forw ar d to in the daily routine of some
job, living from Sa~turday night to Saturday
n:ght. He wasn·t ev·en certain that Marge
wanted him to· go on living. He watched the
sun set, huge and r·ed, into the west side of the
city. Stran_se to be seeing a sunset, after he
should haV·3 .been dead. All thes.e months, he
had been gmwing accustomed to death. DeaU1
had become a klind of gloomy friend to him.
The .street lights flicked on .a nd the day seeme·d
to be making a last losing struggle ag8Jinst
night. He walked slowly back to the house and
slipped upsta irs by the .back entrance. He went
to his room · and took his revolv·er out of a
drawer. It 'Was true that, if he committed suicide, the insurance would not be pa.id, but he
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\Ve Present Public Enemy Number One
t o the Fledgling Author

Lost Horizon
(Continued from page one)
- - -·-----·-

- - -- - · - -- - - -

years. The past emphasized the fantastic impoosibility of the story. The High Lama., Father Perrault, left Europ·e in the eighteenth cen··
tury, and another Lama wa.s a former pupil of
Chopin, and knew some unpublished compositions of his teacher. The philosophy of the
lamasery is essentially of the · past, dating back.
to the Gr·eeks and their belief in moderation.
The future is even m ore amazing. Father Perrault's chief aim in establishing this monastery
came from his vision of .the future, to the time
when civilization will fa.ll, and knowl-edge will be
lost to the world. The High L.a.ma meant this
pla.ce, far from the reaches of man, to keep the
light of learning burning, and when the time
came, to disseminate it again over the world.
This bC?ok is written in the same leisurely,
straightforward, and familiar manner that characterizes that cna,rming and poignant book,
Goad-by Mr. Chips. Characters are clearly pqrtrayed, and one can get not only a vivid picture of their personal appearance, but also can
see clearly their own particular philosophy and
code of action.
·

Just a Minute, Please
BY FRED RICK
UH? WHADJA SAYEE? Oh!-What am
I doin'? Say, kid, I'm gonna write sumthin fur the paper. Yow, I expe.ct I'll
get a prize too 'cause I write awful good themes
in English. I've improved a lot since I come
to collitch. Why you know, before I started 'in
here to school I n ever put in any punktiation,
but now I always make it a rule to put at l·e ast
three commas in a. sentence and a couple of pe·riods. For extry long sentenoes I kinda drop
a colon and a semicolon around too. --You
know, the other d ay someone tried to tell me
that a colon was a part of the intestings. --Of
all the downright dumb things. I woodin' say
such things to show my ignorance 'cause anybody who'd took Hygiene would a knowed that ·
was wrong. Why, anybody knows that a. colon
is two p~riods sitten one on top of the other
when th:~ typewriter don't space. You know
what I bet? I wooc1en be surprized but what
I get fi rst prize 'cause--- What's that? You'd
like to get a little studyin' done if I could find
time to shut my tra.p! Well, of all the · nerve!
If you d-on t appreshiate art when it cums up
an' talks to ya, I'll jest go away somewhere and
---(sniff)--- then you'll be saw-ree.

H

could not afford to k·e·ep up the payments anyhow. He pressed the cold muzzle of the gun
against his temple and pulled the trigger.
Over ,i n his office, Doctnr Frank was musing to himself. "I wonder," thought Doctor
F 11a::1k, "whether I should have lied to Johnson ? But the poor f·ellow cannot possibly live
long·er than a day or two with that sliver of
glass actually piercing his hea,rt, and he might
as well spend these last few hours free from
the thought of death .... "
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Winners zn
News' 1936 Literarg Contest
FIRST PRIZE IN PROSE
DIVISION, $7.50

FIRST PRIZE IN POETRY
DIVISION, $7.50

Review of Lost Horizon

The Doubter, a Sonnet

By Katherine Shores

By Edward Ferguson

SECOND PRIZE IN PROSE
DIVISION, $4.00

Two lm.p ressions. of an
Impressionist

SECOND PRIZE IN POETRY
DIVISION, $4.00

To

and A Lover's Sonnet

By Robert Hallowell

By Glenn Sunderman

HONORABLE MENTION IN PROSE
DIVISION, AUTOGRAPHED COPY
WAUPOLE'S CATHEDRAL

HONORABLE MENTION IN POETRY
DIVISION, No Prize

Accustomed to Death, a Short Story

The Earth Remembers

By R. St roud

By Beatrice Widger

Pa.ge Four
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Tale of Mgsticism
Winner of Honorable Mention
in Prose Division

Judges in Fifth Annual Literary Supplement

Son Ame
Recommended Poetry Entry
BY GERTRUDE FOLTZ

BY FRED RICK

L

ADIES AND GENTLEMEN! "You are
about to witness one of the most ast~u~d
ing and outstanding acts of mysticism
ever before produced on the American stage."
The speaker, who stood among the audience with
a book in his hand, paused for a moment as tl10
curtain slowly rose. Now he was sp~aking again,
"Introducing Prince Telli Fone Houdini and his
magic crystal. I will hand this telephone book
to anyone in the audience who may select a
name therein, and, my friends, by telling the
Prince the name selected, he will imm~diately
give you the correct phone number. All righ~.
Who will be first?" _
On the sta.ge I sat cross-legged, perched on
a table draped with a dazzling Oriental cloth,
which w.as really the Indian blanket I won at
a Bingo stand last summer. The flowing roge
that didn't quite cover me was my brother's
new bath robe. In my left hand I clutcheJ
a ten-cent fish bowl, my crystal. Excitedly I
waited for the first name t o be chosen.
Presently the freckle-faced. ·boy who had
taken the book piped up, "I want to know Jimmie Walters' number."
"Let me see. The crystal is hazy. Let m e
see." .
These words were the cue for the boy under
the table on which I sat to look up the number
in another phone book with the aid of his flashlight. If I couldn't hear him whisper the number, I was to repeat the cue.
"Let me see! The crystal is clearing!"
"827-J," whispered my coUeague,
Is that
"Ah! The number is 8-2-7-J.
right?"
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Miss Isabel
McKINNEY

•
Quincy Guy
BURRIS

T thought I saw a soul last night
When she gave me her deepest thoughts
.And ~tood. t here looking wit h eyes intent
upon the sea.
Something escaped her, I was sure,
Thin as a mist, and light, it slipped away.
And. then I thought I saw it gliding
heavenward
A:part from her-escaped and free.

The Fountain
"Last year, in an announcement of no awards being made in the literary contest, I said that,
although none of the MSS deserved a prize, some of them were perhaps not unworthy of printing.
That statement meant firstly to damn outright and secondly, to damn with praise so faint as tG
be invisible, for the level of work in those MSS was beyond any really polite adjective.

THE FOUNTAIN. By Charles Morgan
476 pp . . . . . New York: 1932.
BY FLORENCE COTTINGHAM

At Enkendaal, estate of the ancient ::Jutch
house of Van Leyden, is Le\\'is Alison, British
officer on parole. Here, also, is Julie, the English wife of a Pruss'ian officer, living at Enkendaal with the Dutch family of her mother's
second husband. Alone in their English patri"The quality of MSS submitted in the prize con test this year was so high that I enjoyed reading
otism, and wishing to renew t heir acquainti.tnce
them. The prose especially was varied, sincere and interesting, making the decision_ somewhat
of years ago when Alison was Julie's tutor in
difficult. However, there was no difference of England, they spend much t ime together, and
opinion between the judges. Congratulations
each becomes finally and completely the whole
~o the News and to successful contestants! And
meaning ln the life of the other.
all contestants were successful who made someAlison is working on a st udy of t he contemRecommended Poetry Entry
I'
thing sincere and original, even if not yet complative life in the peaceful, quiet surroundings
pletely finished. Ma,y you keep on trying, with
most conducive to his writ ing. The days slip
BY GERTRUDE FOLTZ
joy and pain, to say what you mean."
by. Realizing that this must be only an 'inLast nite something knocked on my door
-Miss Isabel McKinney.
terlude" 'm their lives, that Julie's husband will
Urging m e to let it in.
return, they are still unprepared for the sudden
Dr Frank M. Grac~y, new head of the art
It may have been love begging,
announcement of his coming and the actuality
department,
selected the winning pen and ink
Or a thought I had not cared for,
of
their partmg.
sketches.
Or pity calling from some far off corn ~r
FTER SEVERAL more numbers had be.en
Narwitz, t he intelligent husband, does come,
Wher e a blind man stood the day before
given, a very corpulent, middle-aged
broken
in body, kept alive only by thought and
A lona time I fought against it;
woman on the second row m ade it known
love
of
Julie. When the affair of Julie and
The News wishes to th ank all those
After oawhile I listened; I had stilled it.
that she wanted to try this "humbug." "VVhat,"
Lewis
is
revealed to him by Sophie, Julie's
But when I flung the door open
she said, "is the number of the G asoline Sta ·w bo have sn generously contributt:d to
jealous
step-s'ister,
the knowledge kills him. The
There wa,s nothing there but darkness.
tion at the intersection of Sixth and Madison
this supplement.
two
escape
to
England
from the disapproval of
streets?"
kindly
Uncle
Pieter
and
his critical family.
"Let me see," I chanted, "Let me see."
The
Fountain
is
more
than
a fictitious story.
".Pst! I can't find it! I've looked every
It
is
full
of
philosophy,
English
philosophy
place I can think of," whisp~red the boy under
about
the
meaning
of
existence,
and
suggests
the table.
the pleasing 'idea that society and regulated,
"The crystal is very, very misty," I said
routine life are not necessary to hav piness. The
aloud. "Hav·e you tried the advertisements?" I
contrast between this attitude and that of the
breathed back to my "stooge."
EDWARD FERGUSON '37,
had a po.e m published in the
0. Henry. Mr. Stroud has · stolid Dutch mind is striking. To the latter,
"Not yet," he answered, "but I'll try. Gosh,
winner
of
the
first
prize
for
lit~rary
supplement. He is inbeen successful as a feature life's pattern must be cut from the clot.h of
here it is! It's 2200."
poetry is president of Sigma
terested primarily in French
writer for the News and be- convention.
Waving my hand over the crystal, I said,
poetry,
enjoys ~riting. essays
Tau
Delt'a
and
Writers
club.
came quite famous locally for
"The magic crystal is rather cloudy, but wait, it
Charles Morgan is an effective portrayer of
Shy, retiring, he early began
and tr·a nslating books from
his "Knock, knock, knock."
is clearing. The number wanted is 2-2-0-0."
character. His people are not caricatures, not
the Latin. He is aiming high,
to enjoy saying what he wants
That completed the act, and the cur.tain
types. They have many-slded personalities.
and
inclu:ies among his aspirto
say
with
the
pen.
Eddi·
e
is
BEATRICE WIDGER. repstarted to lower. My partner, flashlight in one
Alison is a mature person, a student, a scholar.
not easily provoked to ,c onver·ations the writing of a successresents the literary Widger
har..d and telephone book in the other, emen~·ed
He is young, t hough, and interested in people
ful novel. He is a foreign
family in this year's Supplefrom under the table exclajming, "Boy, I never satJion by those who do not
and things around him. Pieter Von !Leyden is
language ma jor, with a minor
know him.
would have found that last one if you - -."
ment. Bea.trice didn t believe an aristocrat of the old Dutch school. He is
"My first poem was writin English. Mr. Hallowell says
The laughter of the audience drowned his
the person who notified h t:r
bas'ically Dutch, inter ested in his pr<l}Perty and
he h as alway.s been very much
ten when I was in the sevwords, for unknown to us the curtain had stuck
that she had won honorable
his fatherland, but he is human. He is an
enth grade; it was a mildly
interested in literature and
and was now suspended about half way up.
mention. "I didn't enter any
unsent imental gentleman , but he loves Julie
writing, and supposes that his
successful thing called 'The
manuscripts," she said, which
and is loath to give credence to his own daughRiver,'" he said. Actually
early school training is rewas entirely tr ue. But she
ter·s
gossip about her. He has faith in human
Jf every other poet
this is what Eddie con.s iders
sponsible for these interests.
has,
at
intervals,
turned
over
nature,
too, and is hurt when Julie is the one
Means as much more than he says in his his first r eal poem.
poems
to
the
Neu•s
for
pubto
disillusion
him.
verses
He never writes anything in
GLENN SUNDERMAN '39,
lication. They have always
The description, as well as t he cha.r acteri:zaAs I do in mine,
metrical form but sonn ets, but
whose connets won a second
beE:n crowded out, so the ed- tion, 'is handled in a masterly way. Scenes at
metrical form but so1mets,
How shall I read poetry int.ellig·ently?
prize in the poetry division,
itors took the liberty of enthe German "prison," t he river and Enkendaal,
- A Chinese Proverb. but has written dozens of
says, "Can't you give me a pen
tering one in the contest,
the library, the tenants' cot t age are places one
them. He admires de Ma upasname or somethmg'? Say, nowith the r esult that her poem
knows
a s well as if he h a d visited . them. The
The Supplement is a purely literary sant as a prose writer, and ocbody will call me Slasher any
was accorded honorable menaccount
is graphic. The description is factual,
contr-ibution. The News' reward is not · ·casionally writes a story hlmmore when they know I write
tion by the judges. The ednot impressiunistic.
·
self.
poetry. I guess it was just
monetary. Ads and sales receipts are
itors are only sorry that they
"Whose
sonn3ts
are
your
Morgan's
book
is
a
retlection,
then, of real
forgotten.
born in me."
did not enter other of hel.1
favorites?"
life.
Plot,
characters,
and
descrlption
all live
Glenn didn't me an it,
productions.
"Shakespeare's, Eliz a b e t h
through
the
author's
versatility
in
h
andling
the
though. He is amiable and
Beatrice's hobbies are readAdvice to blooming authors- forget; - Barrett Browning's, Wordsdiversified
aspects
of
each.
No
distortions,
no
lets us say anything we w::m t
ing and writing. She 'is espethat Roget knew the de:fini tion of c:~ worth's and my own," he ancon
centrations,
but
the
good
and
bad,
the
active
to about h'im. He is a short,
cially interested . in poetry.
synonym.
swer ed with a laugh.
and passive, t he beautiful and ugly- these are
blonde - but you probably
Her entries in past contests
Eddie has another sonnet
represented in the style of Charles Morgan.
know him already. He gets
have repeatedly rated high.
Orig inality is the keynote of all good which he likes much ·b etter,
around.
but it has pr.eviously· been
literature.
And Glenn is a versatile
AUDRA WEBSTER, a
printed in the News.
fellow. Besides writing poems
spohomore, i.s a graduate of
unde:r cover, he cooks for the
TC high school, where she
Winner of Second Place
KATHERINE SHORES
Fidelis frat dining service,
was an outstanding art stuin Poetr y Division
makes h er e h er first attempt
tells the boys .funny stones,
dent. She is recogn ized as the .
Winner of Second Place
in literary competition. Alstars in Players productions.
best portrait painter among
in Poetry Division
BY GLENN SUNDERMAN
though a m ember of Sigma
wears baggy cords, wins inthe student body. She gained
T au Delta, she h as not hereBY GLENN SUNDERMAN
tercolleg'iate debates for Coach
special notlce with h er oil
Yon star that shines .so brightly far above
tofor·~ tak·en h er writing seriRoss, works on N YA, pulls
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when
to you I whisper ed words of
Are ·but the symbols of a !broken dream.
Sigma Delta and is now presproduction
last
fall.
love,
To you, my love, they come perhaps too
ident of Kappa Delta Pl.
Oil is her favorite medium
RUPEIRT STROUD is not
That sam e bright star its miles of dislate;
R eading h as .always be·en her
of
ex,pression. When n o t
making
his
debut
in
literary
tance spanned
And like .t he passing summers they may
favorite pastime, with sports
working with the brush, she
eX"pression
with
this
entry.
And
seem
ed to dance and sparkle in your
seem
and amateur dramatics her
prefers clay modeling. Asked
He h as had the honar of reeye,
Dike flowers drenched. by beating rains
second and third choices.
ceiving rejection slips from
who h er favorite painters
As t h ou gh it couldn't r esist its chance to
of years,
Miss Shores is modest as to
several
n
ationally
known
pubwere.
she
repl'ied,
"The
old
show
Bereft of petals once a brilliant hue.
her accomplishments. She
lications
due
to
his
advanced
masters."
And
more
speThat s uch a lov.e as ours could never die,
But still within my heart, undimmed by
dozs not aspire to write proage. His hopeS' for success in
cific.sJly, "Miehaelang·elo."
But wit h t h e passing of t he years must
tears,
fessionally and claims sh e will
this
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are
now
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he
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extra-curricular
activiRemains the flower that I saved for you.
enjoy .t eaching literatur:e more
claims.
Mr.
Stroud
is
a
proties
are
limited
to
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Art
And
when
I plucked th e fragrant snow
Ah, life is cruel and time is fast in flight;
than making it. Miss Shores
duct
of
Di·etrich,
Ill., where
club,
which
is
within
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field
white
bloom
And what is left unsaid forever waits,
is a senior this year and a
h
e
has
been
teaching
a
rural
of
her
main
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Shy,
And
twined
it in your locks of jet bl-ack
And like .the sun that's hidden .by the
gr aduate of Mattoon High
school
for
the
past
five
years.
h
air,
night,
unasswning,
Miss
Webst
er
is
School.
Before that time he wa.s a
It seemed as though t h er e was but hardly
acquainted wlt h few students
Tilum~nes not tha paths of treacherous
student at E'I for two years.
room
fate.
whose work is outside of her
R 0 B Eo R T HALLOWELL,
He owes his interest and asFor all the frag:r.ance t hat it gathered
And so to ease the pain of sorrow's dart,
center of interest. Her scholfreshman in college this year ,
pirat!ions in writing to hi,s
there.
Accept this rose that bloomed within my
arship is outstanding.
is not a novice in the fi.eld of
various college English t~ach
heart.
But e'en t h ough stars above undying be,
She
is
designing
costumes
literary ettort, though. Last
ers and wide r·eading. His
They never can outliv·e my love for thee.
for the Christmas choral
year, while a senior in TC, he
favorite short story writer is
pageant.
"Now, however, having seen this year's MSS, I have begun to think I treat~ d printing scurvily
last year. If some of thos.e were worth printing, I am without words or devices sufficiently to
praise this year's improvement. The crop this year is especially good in prose MSS." _ .
-Dr. Q. G. Burns.

La Nuit

A

Magnifying Contest Winner By-Lines Through
News Interviewer's Telescopic Pen

To ___

A Lover's Sonnet

•
Jssue 11

Gail Vance, a University of Illinois
Chi Omega, is one
of the leading con·
tenders in that uni·
versity 's popularity
contest.
Paul Stone·Rawmor Photo

lfs Cowboy Marx ' this time. ..-..and in a sorority house! ·

Marxtime

Chico Marx, member of that mad troupe of screen comedians,
had to go through all of his tricks when he _vis1ted the Alpha
Omega house at the University of Arizona. He's about to perform the famous
shooting-the-keys trick th<'lt m<tde n'lovie-goers r0.1r.
.

Tasters

Nation ,s N,o.

1 pic~le

experts

For two years Dr. F. W. Fabian (right) and his assistants
have been tasting thousands of pickles (they're called
organoleptic tests) in their search for a new cucumber preservative
made from agricultural by-products. They're leaders in the new che•
murgy movement to harmonize ..industry with agriculture.

First husband and wife to receive honorary degrees together - - -

Honor Vice-President

John N. Garner, with Baylor University's Pres. Pat M..
Neff, leads the academic procession that fr~ceded the ceremony at which
he and Mrs. Garner were givet1 honorary Doctor o Laws degrees. · Mrs. Garner
is hehind the vice-president.
A,·m.:

Co-eds
ten Washington
versity (St. Louis)
rorities are vieing
high honors in that
stitution 's annual
ularity contest.
winner will be
by students voting
the contest
by the campus
magazine.
are (! to r)
Parman, Peggy
Sally Alexander,
tense Mueller,
Stevens, Ethel
Lois Grundman,
Thomson, Nellie
and Betty Budke.

He Shies From His
Own Stage Plays

Current events spea~ers are always
bombarded with questions
Southwest's finest Lighting control board

Best

University of Wichita drama students in~
~pect the new lighting control board in~
stalled in their new $200,000 auditorium, which was
opened this month.

Induction
Here is the procession
of church luminaries that
took part in the installation of the Rt. Rev. Joseph
Moran Corrigan as sixth
rector of Catholic Vni·
versity.
Aane

Interest

Sp~ker~ .in most U .. s. colleges ~nd
UJ.Uverstttes are findmg the senous
· interests of the student bodies increasing despite the
let-up in the depression pinch. Here's Sen. Gerald P.
Nye giving careful answers to the important queries
of Temple University students.
Wide World

EUGENE GLADSTONE O'NEILL, who recently
won the Nobel prize for literature, lives on an
island off the coast of Georgia. Subjected to increasin~
attention and public blandishment since his Anna
Christie in 1922, he tells few people how he feels
about it, even when he wins such meritorious attention as the Nobel prize.
He rarely sees his plays
on the stage, seemed to pay
little . attention to the fact
that Ah Wilderness! set
.sober-minded and frivolous
to chuckling, that Days
Without End, the follow'
ing year, failed. Son of an
actor whose name was well~
known 48 years ago, he
attended Princeton in Ig;:/J'
7. Wanderlust caused hiffi
to leave college. He saw
a good deal of Central and
South America, spent two years at sea, is supposed to
have been a beach-comber for a time before he returned
to America.
He married firsf in 1909, was divorced, and has
beerf married twice since. He has three children. He
studied one year at Harvard, acted in vaudeville in his
father's greatest hit, "Count of Monte Cristo," .and
reported on a Connecticut newspaper. Finally, in
1914, a year before he left Harvard, he turned to
play writing. His first plays were of the sea, the others
have dealt with both countryside and swarming city,
all grim, sharp pieces except for Ah Wilderness, which
did not lack sharpness. His themes and technique
admit no confines.
MORE than 25 years ago Homer Rhodeheaver, a
student at Ohio W esleyan, discovered that he
had all the talents that make an evangelist's helper.
He could shout, sing, play
the trombone, and possessed the physical vitality
that made him a good college baseball player. He
was Ohio W esleyan's
cheer leader, sang in the
glee club and learned persuasion by debating on
the varsity debate squad.
Today Mr. Rhodeheaver's career is measured in
statistics. For 25 years he
traveled with Billy Sunday, the evangelist. He
covered 713,000 miles of the sawdust trail, performed
in 450 different localities, led 1oo,ooo,ooo people in
song. He knows over 500 songs. Showing no signs
of tiring, he is now heard over a radio network on a
community sing program. Through radio, he believes
he has added another 112,ooo,ooo people to the total
who have lifted their voice·s in song under his waving
arms and exhortation.

Dance

Students
State T of Southwest
College assembled foexas ~each e r s
dance when th .
. r an tmpromptu
etr tram st
d
oppe
during
an aII -student tr 1·p.
Pedagog Photo

Actors

fifty

Universit;

of

bers of the Red ~ton student memyear produce four thsque Players each
I) one-act plays
H re~·act plays and
Hay Fever.
· ere s a scene from

Prince Albert ~

It's easy to please all the pipe-smokers on your
list. Just give them mellow, fragrant Prince
Albert-the National Joy Smoke-the Prince
of Pipe Tobaccos. "P. A." is the largest-selling
smoking tobacco in the world. It does not
"bite" the tongue. Prince Albert will wish your
friends and relatives the merriest Christmas ever.

1'

your dealer's you'll
,md this Christmas
package-IO pack ,#
''20's" - 200 c1garettes.
.
s o,

There's no more acceptable gift in Santa's whole bag than a carton
of Camel cigarettes. Here's the happy solution to your gift problems. Camels are sure to be appreciated. And enjoyed! With mild,
fine-tasting Camels, you keep in tune with the cheery spirit of
Christmas-tide. Enjoy Camels at mealtime- between courses and
after eating- for their aid to digestion. eamels set you right!
They're made from finer, MORE EXPENSIVE TOBACCOSTurkish and Domestic-than any other popular brand.•
(Above) Full pound o
tn a real u'
h 1 Pnnce Albtrl
o'ass um ·t~,
h
•
the tobacco .
' or t at keeps
tn perfect condition.
Cowr!Pt.
•

1• a
•

. J • ~oldo Tohaeco Com ...,, Wlnaton..S.Iem, N.C.

She's a leader in many sports, too

I

Ort

She's season's first snow queen

Pri~illa Parmenter is the new winter sports queen of Lasell Junior College in
Auburndale, Mass., and she's pictured here taking advantage of the first snowfall of
the season. She's planning· and directing t he winter sports activities of her classmates. International

SP

·
Marie Fearing, brunette UniverW lllllef
sity of Arkansas beauty has been
elected queen of the Razorback campus in a contest
conducted by the university yearbook, 'The Razorhac~. She's a member of Chi Omega, and an expert
swimmer, equestrienne and dancer.

Autogra

Writer pose
of the University
lecture. He was
their copies of P
library.

"Hello,,
University .of
Hayworth is
science of being a
shown instructing
rect way to answer

The West Pointers found this songbird as charming as her songs

~adiostar Jessica ~ragonette won _the approval of the U. S. Military A cademy's students when ·she sang
,
. .
.
•?r them at the mthtary ball held m a New York hotel as a benefit for W est Point's Hol Trinit Cha el.
y
y
.p ·
Here shes recetvmg thetr many congratulatiOns after her personal appearance before their group of unitormed d ancerl'.
InternatiOnal

Center of Attraction

'They're after something snappy to match their .music

Strike

The University of Louisville's student parade band is condl!cting a
real campaign these days to obtain new uniforms so they'll look as
peppy as their music sounds. They're sb~wn here on a recent marching strike.

let him waste a minute
wa · snapped in a characteristic
aes~10n01ent at the Woman's College

when he appeared there to
who demanded autographs for
after his address in the college

- He's doing a little ma~e,.up wor~

Cr t r

New faces are created by Joe Fretwell, .
Duke University senior and instructor
in a special class in make-up, for members of the Petrified
Forest cast. He's working on Terry Harris.

ea

0

C

Boo pairs of eyes followed her every step

t·

Hazel Horowitz was.crowned queen of the College of the
city of New York carnival dance by Artist Russell Pattt=-rson. She's pictured here marching up to the throne from which she ruled her
classmates for an evening.
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ART, formerly considered one of the most individualistic of enterprises, is being made a cooperative
one by a .· government plan being directed by Grant
Wood, famed Iowa artist, and carried out by Uni·
versity of Iowa NYA and WP A student workers.
The three I?anels of the Iowa State College mural
project will be I I feet high and 41 feet long. Every
effort is being made to have the murals historically
correct in every detail.
CoLLEGIATE DIGESt.

Photos bv Tom Twitt y

Pictures, Inc.

She~s Colgate's A1l-American-.girl

Winner

Olga Schwind was selected by Colgate University students in a contest as their "AllAmerican Girl". She was queen over all fa:ll house party activities.

Smallest detail is important
Grant Wood (standing) discusses a preliminary sketch with Frances McCray, supervisor
of student artists.

Only seniors can remain unshaven
Proof that ·art can be cooperative as well as individualistic
Here are the eight students who are working on the ~ow-famous mural project being directed by artist
Grant Wood.

Tradition

Seniors a~ th~ !vfissouri ~hool of Mine
guard thetr pnvtlege of bemg the only un
shaven students on their campus. Here several of them are show1
giving a junior a free shave---with dull razors and no lather.

p roo f

They're dangerous only when excited

Prof. George C . Huff of Drake University proves his
contention that the deadly tarantula is dangerous only
when excited by allowing the spider to crawl on his hand. The in·
terested spectator is Harriet Nourse.

'They're learning business methods
E. _Kinnett is
S torekeepers.D.
conductmg a Los
Angeles Junior College course that is train- .
ing students for odd jobs they will fill during
the Christmas vacation. T his class is called
"Store Skills "

They're headed f or Pembro~e's new sports field

H k

M embers of Pembroke College's varsity hockey
· OC
squad leave their field house for their new sports
field, which was dedicated this fall.
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SURE-IJ..IAT
LOG PIPE WAS
MADE FORA

LON6SMOKE

YOU SEE PRINCE ALBERT IS CUT IN A
SPECIAL WAY- 'CRIMP CUT' 1115

CALLED. !HAl'S 'NHY P.A. BURNS
SO EVENLY ANQ, I MI@-IT ADQ.
SO COOL AND MELLOW

100

He save~ footsteps

Ingenious

Franklin D. Hayes is this year's winner of Worcester Tech's Yankee Ingenuity &holarship. He
built a gadget to record and transmit changes in temperature in his
father's greenhouse. ,
~~~~~~~~~

HERe·s WHY THERE'S NO OTHER TOBACCO UKE PRINCE ALBERT: P.A. IS CHOICE
MELLOW TOBACCO -"CRIMP CUT 11 FOR COOLNESS- WITH THE''BITEH REMOVED BY
SPECIAL PROCESS. In THE LARGEST-SELLING TOBACCO
IN THE WORLD. AND SWELL FOR ''MAKIN'S" CIGARETTES.
PRINCE ALBERT MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE:
Smoke 20 fragrant pipefuls of Prince Albert. If you doq't find it the mellowest, tastiest pipe tobacco you ever smoked, return the pocket tin with the
rest of the tobacco in it to us at any time within a month from this date, and
we wiU refund fuU purchase price, plus postage.
~ _.

$750,000 athletic unit at Amherst

YffillasiUffi
.
.

Most recent aerial view of Amherst Col,
lege's famed Alumni Gymnasium unit, which
special _buildings for baseball, squash courts, swimming

5.0

pipefuls of fraarant tobacco in
every 2-ouncetin
of Prince Albert

(Si,ned) R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY

I'KIN liE ALB

ii'irm·;:::~;

Another · musical Burns from Ar~ansas
Burns Bennett, Louisiana State's nimblefingered and quick-stepping drum major,
adds another name to the long list of famed
musicians from the Ra~orback state. He leads
the 200-piece L.S.U. band in all major marching
events.

H0 t

'This foraging party met with success

University of Minnesota Tri Delts
R al·d clean
out the ice box just about
every night, especially after bull-sessions that
have lasted far on into the morning.
Star Photo

Confab

Eleanor
Jarrett,
Olympic swim star, tells
Cotsworth of
Polytechnic Institute
she's going to fight for
statement when she
strated her prowess in
pool of the T roy, N. Y.,
lege.

She •s a leading candidate in Sig Chi contest
Sigma Chi Derby Day at the University of Georgia finds Kathleen
S Brannen being measured in the contest to determine the modern
Venus among university S?rority women. Law Dean J. Alton Hosch is the judge.

en

pool

Here's a new sport for ]\(otre Dame's grid hus~ies

Notre Dame's stellar halfback, Bob W ilkie, poses for a hard line. drive dul:
ing a friendly game of pool. He's show n with Ed Longhi, M ano Tonne11
and Joe O ' Neill.
Picture1, lnc.

